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Abstract
Magnetoelastic coupling interactions in epitaxial Cu/Ni(tN1 )/Cu/Si(001) thin films
as a function of the nickel film thickness (30A ; tNi < 2000A) are studied. The
coupling coefficients are found by fitting the magnetic anisotropy data taken by a
torque magnetometer. The spin-pair model is used to describe the intrinsic magnetic
anisotropy which includes second-order magnetoelastic terms. The coefficients are
found to deviate much from those of bulk nickel. For some, they even change sign.
The deviations are due to large residual strains in the nickel layer. An effective
magnetoelastic coefficient (B'f) is also measured directly using a cantilever beam
technique. The two results are in good agreement for the nickel films that are under
a biaxial tensile strain of 1% or less.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Magnetism was known to the Chinese over 4000 years ago, and yet today it is still
an active area of research in the scientific community. Like many other fields in
science, its popularity rises and falls, waiting at times for the stage to be set, to
reveal the many facets of its force, which is deeply rooted in the richness of quantum
mechanics and relativity.
The past decade has been an exciting time for magnetics. The stage is set
for the exploration and exploitation of magnetic properties in thin metallic films
and multilayers. The discovery of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in thin-film
structures can lead to new applications in high-density data-storage media and
devices, particularly in the area of magneto-optical recording [Johnson et. al., 1996].
The discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in Fe/Cr multilayers [Baibich
et. al., 1988] has led to the announcement of the first commercial GMR heads
for high performance desktop products by IBM in December 1997 [Belleson and
Grochowski, 1999]. A new class of microelectronic devices - spin polarized devices
made entirely of metal films, whose operations depend on the spin orientation of the
conduction electrons - promises smaller and faster devices than the ones fabricated
21
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with semiconductor materials [Johnson, 1994; Prinz, 1998]. We stand today on the
verge of a magnetoelectronics revolution, in which new phenomena in thin metal
films, combining magnetism with traditional electronic elements, will not only be
explained but also exploited in devices [Prinz, 1995].
To be fair, the richness of thin structured magnetic layers was well anticipated
by researchers in the late 1950s, but their pursuit could not be readily accomplished
because the strict demand for quality films and surface-sensitive techniques could
not be met. The pursuit was possible in the past decade due to the availability
of ultra high vacuum technology and advances in surfaces science [Heinrich et. al.,
1989; Bland and Heinrich, 1994].
Although the journey into magnetic thin-film science has been fruitful, the road
to its deeper understanding remains largely untravelled. There are still many fun-
damental issues that need to be addressed, among these is the the effect of film
stress on magnetism.
It is often the case that large stresses are present in thin films [Ohring, 1992,
p. 403]. These film stresses are typically in the range of 108 to 1010 dynes/cm 2,
which is comparable to the yield strength of most bulk metals. Further, the stress
state is highly dependent on the process parameters. To illustrate this, figure 1.1
shows a plot of stresses as a function of argon gas pressure for Cr, Mo, Ta, and Pt
magnetron-sputtered films on glass substrates. It is found that the stress states of
these films depend strongly on the argon pressure. For example, an increase in the
argon gas pressure from 6 mT to 10 mT can change the stress in the Ta films from
-1 GPa to 1 GPa (1 GPa = 1010 dynes/cm 2 ). This change in the stress is significant.
Any physical quantities that couple with the stress must also depend on the same
process parameters. The only question is, by how much are they affected?
The coupling between mechanical deformation and magnetic properties (namely,
22
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Figure 1.1: Biaxial internal stresses as a function of argon pressure for Cr, Mo, Ta, and
Pt magnetron-sputtered films on glass substrates [Hoffman, 1982].
the magnetoelastic coupling) has been known for more than a century. It was discov-
ered by Joule in 1842 when he demonstrated that an iron sphere deforms to an ellipsoid
when it is magnetized in an external magnetic field. This type of magnetic-induced
deformation is called magnetostrictive strain, or magnetostriction, to distinguish it
from mechanical strain. It is a weak effect. The saturation magnetostriction A, (the
strain when the material goes from a total demagnetized state to a fully saturated
state) of a typical transition metal or alloy is in the order of 1i-n. Two orders of
magnitude greater magnetostriction are observed in some rare earth metals and their
alloys (e.g., Terfenol-D, A, ~ 1i-n).
However, the inverse magnetostriction effect (the change in the magnetic prop-
erties due to an applied external load) can be significant. For example, figure 1.2
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Figure 1.2: Effect of stress on the hysteresis loops of nickel and 68 Permalloy [Bozorth,
1951, p. 597].
plots the hysteresis loops of bulk nickel and 68 Permalloy (NiFe with 68% nickel)
with and without applied load (the field is applied parallel to the tensile direction).
The graph shows an applied unidirectional tensile stress of 2 kg/mm2 (which is about
20 MPa, corresponding roughly to a strain of 0.01%) can decrease the permeability
of the nickel by about ten times and increase the permeability of the 68 Permalloy
twenty times [Bozorth, 1951, p. 595].1
Thus, since the internal stress in a thin film is usually large, the inverse magne-
tostrictive effect can play a dominant role in determining its easy direction of magne-
tization and the corresponding technical properties. The effect is most dramatically
displayed in some systems that exhibit perpendicular magnetization (that is, the easy
axis points out of the plane of the films): Au/Co/Au trilayer [Chappert and Bruno,
1988]; {Co/Au}, and {Co/Cu}. superlattices [Lee et. al., 1990]; Cu/Ni/Cu(001)
'Bulk nickel is an example of a negative magnetostrictive material; its magnetization tends to
rotate away the tensile stress direction. Bulk 68 Permalloy is a positive magnetostrictive material;
its magnetization tends to follow the tensile stress direction.
o0.
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trilayer [Chang, 1990b; Jungblut et. al., 1994; Bochi et. al., 1996]; Cu/Ni/Cu(111)
trilayer [Gradmann, 1966 and 1993; Jungblut et. al., 1994]; just to name a few.
The transition from in-plane to out-of-plane magnetization is sometimes explained
in light of the inverse magnetostrictive effect (due to the large internal stress in the
film) and interfacial phenomenon. Since the magnetic anisotropy - the preference
of the magnetization to point in certain crystallographic directions - is one of the
most important properties of a magnetic material, a good understanding of the mag-
netoelastic coupling in thin films is essential if thin-film structures are to be used
intelligently for technological applications [Falicov et. al., 1990].
1.1 Literature Review
In the past decade, several experiments have unambiguously demonstrated that the
magnetoelastic (ME) interactions in thin film can be significantly different from those
in their bulk forms. The first such evidence was reported by Zuberek et. al. [1988].
They found that the saturation magnetostriction coefficient of {Ni/Ag}, multilayer
varied inversely with the nickel film thickness by strain-modulated ferromagnetic res-
onance (SMFMR). The observed effect was attributed to the reduced local symmetry
in the interfaces.
Sun and O'Handley [1991] reported the first direct measurement of the sur-
face magnetoelastic coefficient (B-) of a cobalt-rich (Co7 6 Cr 4B2 o) and an iron-rich
(Fer7 Cr6 B 1 7) amorphous alloy. By studying the spin polarization of the secondary
electrons emitted from the surfaces as a function of imposed strain, they found B'
was about three times the bulk ME coefficient for the cobalt-rich alloy, and about
half the bulk value for the iron-rich alloys. The observed deviations were attributed
to a second-order ME effect due to the large strains at the surfaces [O'Handley and
25
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Sun, 1992].
Song et. al. [1994] measured the effective ME coupling coefficients of polycrys-
talline NiFe/Ag/Si, NiFe/Cu/Si, and Ni/SiO2 /Si thin films by magneto-optic Kerr
effect (MOKE). By straining the films and measuring the corresponding changes in
the magnetization loops, they found that the effective ME coefficients diverged sig-
nificantly from their bulk values for all the films that were less than 100A. For the
slightly Fe-rich permalloy films, the coefficient could even change sign. Song et. al.
also attributed the deviations to the broken symmetry at the interfaces.
Magnetostriction was measured by Weber et. al. [1994] in polycrystalline iron
films using a cantilever beam bending technique. Considerable deviations from the
bulk iron value for film thicknesses below 100A were also noted. For film thicknesses
below 30A film, the saturation magnetostriction changed sign. No explanations were
offered for the anomaly.
Recently, Koch et. al. [1996] reported a direct measurement of one of the ME co-
efficients (Bl'f) in epitaxial Fe(001) films using a cantilever beam bending technique.
Since these were 1000A films, interfacial effects could be safely neglected. But they
found Blf also varied linearly with the intrinsic stress of the samples, which was
varied by changing the growth temperature of the films. For stresses greater than
0.8 GPa (which corresponds roughly to a strain of 0.3%), B'f changed sign. The
authors attributed their observation to a second-order ME effect. The second-order
coupling coefficient (D11 ) was estimated to be 1.1 GJ/m 3 (1.1 x 1010 ergs/cm3 ).
The finding by Koch et. al. [1996] seems to cast doubt on some of the earlier
interpretations on the observed anomalies in the ME coefficients of thin films and
multilayers, particularly those by Zuberek et. al. [1988] and Song et. al. [1994].
Instead of explaining the deviations in light of broken symmetry in interfaces, the
anomalies could be explained in light of second-order ME effects. There was no further
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evidence to rule out one interpretation from the other in these early experiments.
Very recently, Sander et. al. [1998] also measured a ME coupling coefficient in
epitaxial Fe/W(001) films. Using the cantilever bending method, the ME coefficient
was found to depend on the film thickness. For iron layers below 30k in thickness,
the coefficient also changed sign. The authors attributed their observation to the
surface ME coupling in interfaces as first suggested by Sun and O'Handley [1991].
In short, it seems clear that the ME coefficients in thin films and multilayers can
deviate significantly from their respective bulk values. But what is still unclear is the
cause the deviations: Is it a consequence of the large stresses in thin films that change
the apparent first-order coefficients by the introduction of non-linear order terms or
is it a true interfacial effect?
1.2 Motivation for the Research
The epitaxial Cu/Ni/Cu(001) system has been a good candidate for the investigation
of magnetic anisotropy in thin films and multilayers. The magnetization of the nickel
layer points out of the plane of the film over a wide range of the nickel film thickness
(20A < tNj 120A) [Jungblut et. al., 1994; Bochi et. al., 1996]. This is unusual
for thin films because of the shape magnetic anisotropy (the magnetostatic energy)
that strongly favors in-plane magnetization. 2 To give a perspective, the magnetiza-
tion of Fe(001)/Ag(001) bilayer points out of the plane of the film for only the first
few monolayers of the iron atoms [Stampanoni et. al., 1987]. {Co/Pd(001)}, and
{Co/Pd(111)}n multilayers exhibit out-of-plane easy-axis anisotropy only if each of
the cobalt layers is less than 3A and 24A thick, respectively [Engel et. al., 1991]. For
2 Perpendicular magnetization results in magnetic poles at the surfaces of the film. This is a high
energy state in comparison to an in-plane magnetization state. We will discuss this shape anisotropy
in more detail later.
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some systems, no perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is observed for all film thick-
nesses (e.g., {Co/Cu}, and {Co/Ag}, multilayers, [den Broeder et. al., 1991]).3
One key factor that is responsible for the perpendicular magnetization in the
Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films is the inverse magnetostriction in the nickel layer [Chang, 1990b;
Jungblut et. al., 1994; Bochi et. al., 1996]. Nickel atoms, upon deposited on copper
buffer layer, are under biaxial tension due to the lattice mismatch between bulk
nickel and copper (2.6%). Since bulk nickel is a negative magnetostrictive material,
the in-plane biaxial strain would tend to drive the magnetization out of the film
plane; for some film thicknesses, the magnetostrictive force is strong enough to even
overcome the shape magnetic anisotropy. Thus, the wide window of perpendicular
magnetization also makes the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films a model system for the study of
the inverse magnetostriction effect in thin films and multilayers.
The peculiar feature about the magnetic anisotropy of the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) system
is that there is a tendency for the magnetization to go back to the film plane as the
thickness of the nickel layer decreases. ' For the thicker films, it is clear that the
magnetization wants to be in-plane due to the magnetostatic energy, which is pro-
portional to the thickness of the film. But what is the driving force that undermines
the preference for out-of-plane magnetization as the nickel layer becomes thinner?
Two major models - one by Jungblut et. al. [1994], the other by Bochi et. al.
[1996] - have been proposed to explain this thickness dependence of the magnetic
anisotropy. In the Jungblut model, the tendency for the re-entry of the in-plane
magnetization for the thinner nickel films is explained in term of the Neel interface
3For a more complete list of system that show perpendicular magnetization, please consult the
review article by Johnson et. al. [1996.
4 Although no transition from out-of-plane to in-plane easy magnetic axis with decreasing film
thickness has been reported in the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) system in the literature, such a transition is
observed in the uncapped Ni/Cu(001) system. The critical thickness was reported to be about 7
monolayer of nickel [Huang et. al., 1994; Schulz and Baberschke, 1994).
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term - the strain-independent part of the magnetic anisotropy of the interfacial
atoms. The idea is that as the thickness of the nickel layer decreases, the effective
interfacial contribution to the total anisotropy energy density increases. Since the
nickel magnetization tends to go back in-plane with the decrease in the film thickness,
the model suggests that the Neel interface term must favor in-plane magnetization.
In the Bochi model, the tendency for the reorientation is thought to come from
the interface ME term - the strain-dependent part of the magnetic anisotropy of the
interfacial atoms. By including this interfacial term in the total magnetic anisotropy
which was then used to fit the experimental data, the authors concluded that the Neel
interface term must favor out-of-plane magnetization, contrary to what is suggested
by the Jungblut model.
Thus, two models have been proposed to explain the magnetic anisotropy of the
Cu/Ni/Cu(001) system. One says that it is the N6el interface term that is respon-
sible for the tendency for the magnetization to go back in the film plane for small
thicknesses. The other model says that the Neel interface term favors out-of-plane
magnetization; what drives the magnetization back in-plane for the thinner nickel
films is the interface ME anisotropy. Clearly, only one can be right, but both can be
wrong.
Indeed, it is this controversy that prompted the work for this thesis. The idea is
that if we can directly measure some of the ME coefficients of the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001)
films, we can test the validity of the Jungblut and Bochi models. Further, the direct
measurement of the ME coefficients is an interesting pursuit in itself: Are these coef-
ficients different from the respective bulk values (B 1 and B 2)? Do some of them even
change sign, as in the case of the iron films [Koch et. al., 1996; Sander et. al., 1998]?
These are important questions if the magnetic anisotropy in the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films
are to be properly understood and controlled.
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1.3 Approach and Organization of the Thesis
There are many methods by which the ME coefficients can be measured, but they
generally fall into two categories: i) A direct approach is one in which a ME coupling
coefficient is found by either applying a stress and then studying the corresponding
change in a magnetic property (usually the anisotropy energy) [Sun and O'Handley,
1991; O'Handley et. al., 1993; Baril et. al., 1998], or by applying a magnetic field
and then measuring the corresponding magnetostrictive stresses or strains [Klokholm,
1976; Koch et. al., 1996; Sander et. al., 1998]. ii) An indirect approach is one in which
no direct force or magnetic field is applied. Instead, a ME coefficient is estimated by
fitting a particular functional form to some experimental data (usually the magnetic
anisotropy data) [Bochi et. al., 1994; Bochi et. al., 1996].
In this thesis work, the ME coefficients of a series of Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films
- prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique - are determined both
indirectly and directly. The indirect method similar to that by Bochi et. al.. is used to
estimate all the coupling coefficients. The energy expression used to fit the anisotropy
data is different from that used in the Bochi model in two important ways: i) both
the linear and second- order ME terms are included in the analysis (the expression
used by Bochi et. al. includes only the linear terms); ii) the spin-pair model is used
to reduce the number of fitting parameters from seventeen to only two. A cantilever
beam method is also used to measure an effective magnetoelastic coefficient (B[)
directly.
The presentation of the thesis is organized as follows. The intrinsic magnetic
anisotropy for a thin fcc(001) film is described using the spin-pair model (chapter 2).
The purpose is to lay the foundation for the later analysis of the magnetic anisotropy
data. Chapter 3 describes the epitaxy of the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) system. The relevant
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literature is reviewed. Chapter 4 describes the sample preparation and structural
characterizations of the nickel films. Since the strains in the nickel films are important
for the study of inverse magnetostriction, the result of a synchrotron x-ray study
(both Bragg and grazing-incidence diffraction) is presented in some detail. Chapter 5
reports the result of the magnetic characterizations of the nickel films using vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) and torque magnetometer. The application of the spin-
pair model in analyzing the anisotropy data is presented in chapter 6. Here, the values
of all the ME coefficients of the nickel layer are tabulated. Chapter 7 discusses the
cantilever beam method and measurement of an effective magnetoelastic coefficient
(B'ff). The result is compared with that obtained by the SP approach in chapter 6.
Chapter 8 gives a brief discussion on some of the main findings of this thesis. Chapter
9 provides some suggested future work.
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Chapter 2
Film Intrinsic Magnetic Anisotropy
There is an inherent tendency for the magnetization of a ferromagnet to lie in certain
crystallographic directions which are called the intrinsic easy axes of magnetization.
That is to say, the ease to magnetize the material depends on the direction of the ap-
plied field with respect to the crystal axes, even when no extrinsic origins of anisotropy
such as the shape effect are present. For bulk body-centered cubic (bcc) iron, the
intrinsic easy axes of magnetization are the <100> directions; for bulk face-centered
cubic (fcc) nickel, they are the <111>; for bulk hexagonal close-packed (hcp) cobalt,
the c-axis is the direction of easy magnetization [Cullity, 1972, p. 207; Chikazumi,
1997, p. 249].
The intrinsic magnetic anisotropy (IMA) of thin films and multilayers can be
different from that of bulk in a fundamental way. Interface atoms experience an
environment that is different from those in the interior due to the broken symmetry at
the interfaces.' For a bulk crystal, the ratio of the number of atoms at the interfaces
and those in the interior is very small; hence, the interface effect can be neglected.
But for thin films, this ratio may be large; then, the presence of interface atoms must
'Interface is defined here to include the surface between the material and vacuum. The reason
for this usage is economy. The general physics that is applied to say copper/nickel interface can also
apply to the surface of nickel with vacuum.
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be considered. In the extreme case of a monolayer or bilayer film, all the atoms are
in fact "interface" atoms.
Two general approaches have been used to investigate the IMA of thin films and
multilayers. One is by doing first-principles calculations from which information about
the IMA can be obtained [Bennett and Cooper, 1971; Takayama et. al., 1976; Gay
and Ritchter, 1986; Victora and MacLaren, 1993; Wu et. al., 1998; Uiberacker et. al.,
1999]. The other is to simply describe it phenomenologically [Bruno, 1988; O'Handley
et. al., 1993; Victora and MacLaren, 1993; Chuang et. al., 1994 Lacheisserie, 1995].
Although the former has much theoretical appeal, it is computationally intensive, and
so far lacks the accuracy needed to put much confidence in the results.2 The latter
approach, on the other hand, involves much less computation. In fact, the goal of a
phenomenological theory is not to compute the interaction terms; rather, it is used
to define them consistently with the symmetry of the system. Experiments can then
be designed to measured the coefficients as defined by the phenomenological theory.
In this thesis, the spin-pair (SP) model is used to write the magnetic anisotropy
phenomenologically. The model is extended to include second-order ME terms in
order to describe the IMA of highly strained systems. Specific application is made
for the tetragonally distorted nickel fcc(001) films in the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) system.
The advantages and disadvantages of the method will be discussed after the model is
developed in this chapter.
2First-principles determination of the magnetic anisotropy (particularly the magnetoelastic cou-
pling coefficients) in thin films and multilayers still remains a great challenge for modern electronic
structure theory. The difficulty lies in poor numerical stability and the large number of sampling
J-points needed for any sensible predictions [Wu et. al., 1998].
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2.1 The Spin-Pair (SP) Model
Neel is the first to apply to the SP model to study the interface anisotropy of a
ferromagnet [N6el, 1954]. The model is based on the following assumptions:
i. There is a coupling between the magnetization and elastic strains in a ferro-
magnet;
ii. The total intrinsic magnetic energy of the ferromagnet is the sum of all the pair
potentials in the solid;
iii. The pair potential between atom i and j depends only on the distance r between
them and the angle 0 between the spins and the bond axis connecting them
(see figure 2.1); that is,
E 3j = Eij (r,?P). (2.1)
Note that Eq. 2.1 assumes the magnetic moments of the atoms are aligned in the
same direction; otherwise, E 3 = Eij(r, i, Oj) where Oi and Ob are the angles between
the spins of atom i and j with the bond axis, respectively. For a ferromagnet, the
assumption that 0i = 0j is good; the reason is that the spins of nearest neighboring
atoms are usually strongly coupled by the Heisenberg exchange interaction.
It is common to expand the pair potential Eij in terms of the even Legendre
polynomials as follows [Chuang et. al., 1994; Chikazumi, 1997, p. 267]:
E 1(r,<q) = G(r)+L(r) (cos2(V)) - +Q(r) (cos4(,0) - 6CO2(,0) + +... (2.2)
Note that the first term G(r) does not depend on b and thus gives no contribution
to the magnetic anisotropy of the system. The second is the pseudodipolar term; it
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M~ m r
atom i atomj
Figure 2.1: Coordinates used to describe the pair potential: r is the distance that separates
the two atoms; 0# is the angle between the spin and the bond axis connecting the two atoms.
describes uniaxial anisotropy. The third is the quadrupolar term; it describes cubic
anisotropy.
The r dependence is contained in the coefficients of the Legendre polynomial
expansion (Eq. 2.2). Each coefficient is expanded in a Taylor series about the bulk
bond length ro [Chuang et. al., 1994; Chikazumi, 1997, p.349]. For example,
dL(ro) 1d 2L(ro) 2 (.3L(r) = L(ro) + roe + ro 2 + (2.3)dr 2 dr2
where e = (r - ro)/ro is the strain in the bond length from its bulk value. Note that
the expansion in the bond distance r is a way to account for the interaction between
strains and magnetism in the SP model. If the strain is small (< 10-"), only the linear
term in the Taylor expansion (Eq. 2.3) is needed [Chuang et. al., 1994; Chikazumi,
1997, p. 349]. In this thesis, the second-order term will be included to account for
the large misfit and residual strains in the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films.
Since the G(r) term in the Legendre polynomial expansion (Eq. 2.2) does not con-
tribute to the magnetic anisotropy, it will be ignored in the discussion. Then, the sum
of all pair potentials is just the intrinsic magnetic anisotropy energy (IMAE) of the
system because each term in the sum depends on the direction of the magnetization.
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2.2 Categories of Energy
Since there are many energy terms as a result of the summing of pair potentials, it is
useful to group them into categories. One convenient way is to partition the IMAE
into magnetocrystalline (MC) and magnetoelastic (ME) energy. MC energy describes
the anisotropy energy of a fixed reference structure. 3 The energy terms in this
category depend only on the direction of the magnetization. ME energy describes the
energy needed to distort the system from the reference structure. The energy terms
in this category depend on both the direction of the magnetization and the strain
associated with the deformation.
Another useful partition of the IMAE is based on the bulk/interface distinction.
This distinction is important because interface atoms can exhibit anisotropy that
is different from that in the bulk due to the broken symmetry at the interfaces, as
discussed before. In the framework of the pair potential, the difference is viewed
in terms of the number of bonds to be summed. For interface atoms, the number
of neighboring bonds is less than or different from that experienced by bulk atoms
(ones that are inside the material). One way of accounting for this difference is first
to assume all atoms in the systems are fully coordinated as those in the interior of
the material. The missing or different bond energy of the interface atoms is then
subtracted from the sum to give the IMAE of the system [Chuang et. al., 1994]. With
this accounting scheme, the IMAE density of a film takes the following form (To see
the derivation, consult Appendix A or the paper by Chuang et. al., [1994]):
Efilm =Ebulk - 2Einteface (2.4)
t
3The bulk structure is usually the reference structure used to describe the MC energy of the
system. For example, the MC energy of a nickel film is usually taken to be the IMAE of bulk nickel.
For further discussion, consult Appendix B.
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where Eblk is the bulk anisotropy energy density of the crystal, Einerface is the broken
bond energy per unit interface area of the crystal, and t is the thickness of the film.
The factor 2 reflects the assumption that the film has two identical interfaces. With
the interface/bulk and MC/ME energy distinctions, the IMAE density can then be
written as follows:
Efilm = (Emc + Embe) - 2 Emc + Eie (2.5)(t t
where Ebmc is the bulk MC energy, Ebme the bulk ME energy, Eimc the interface MC
energy, and Eime the interface ME energy.
Another useful partition of the ME energy is based on the order of the strain: E,
62 , and so forth. This partition of the energy provides a quantitative assessment of
the contribution of each ME term to the IMAE. Figure 1 summarizes schematically
all the categories of energy that will be useful for later discussion. The SP model is
expected to give some guidance on the relative importance of these different types of
terms.
2.3 Uniaxial Magnetic Anisotropy of fcc(001) Films
The SP model is now used to write the IMAE of a fcc(001) film under a biaxial strain
which is described by the following strain tensor:
1 0 0
(e(:;) = eo 0 1 0 (2.6)
0 0 -2ca
C11
where eo is the magnitude of the in-plane film strain, and cl1 and c12 are the elastic
constants of the crystal. There are also magnetostrictive strains associated with the
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direction of magnetization. Thus, the total deformation is
( eO + El 612 613
(tij) = e1 +622 623 (2.7)
631 632 -2eO + C33
where tij = tji. The challenge is to write the ME energy terms of the film for this
strain tensor.
Certainly, the pair potential between atom i and j after the deformation still has
the same form as that in Eq. 2.2:
Eij (r' V = L(r') cos2(V)') - 1)+ Q(r') (Cs(?I') - 6 cos2(,0') + + ... (2.8)
where r' is the new bond length, and 0' is the new angle between the direction of the
magnetic moments and the new bond direction (see figure 2.3). Because it is desirable
to write the ME energy in reference to the undeformed bulk structure (see Appendix
B for the discussion), E, is rewritten in the undeformed coordinates (namely, r and
0).
For example, suppose atom i and j are located at (0, 0, 0) and - (1, 0, 1), respec-
tively, before the deformation. Assume their magnetic moments point in the common
direction r^ = (ai, a 2, a 3 ). After the deformation, the dipole term of the Legendre
expansion of El4 (Eq. 2.8) can be written as follows:
L(r' = L(a dL(5f) aO t 1+t 33 +2t 13
dr V 2
+ i2L(V) ao 2 tu + t33+ 2t13 22+... (2.9)2 dr2 2 j
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mi e atonij
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Figure 2.3: Positions of atoms before and after lattice deformation. The gray circles are
the locations of atoms before the deformation; the dark circles are the positions of atoms
after the deformation. m is the magnetic moment. r and r' are the bond lengths before
and after the deformation, respectively. 0 is the angle between the magnetization and the
new bond direction.
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where ao is the lattice constant of the undeformed cubic, and (t 3 ) is the total strain
tensor of the film. For most 3d metallic films, the magnetostrictive strains are small;
second-order magnetostrictive terms can be safely neglected - terms such as E21, and
C1 261 3 . Thus, Eq. 2.9 becomes
L(r') = L( )+ VdL() E1 +6 33 +2 13 +(1c- )eo
-v/2 2 d r V/-c
a d2L(g) 2c 12 )( 1 2c12
+ 0I dr2 (1 - 611)e + 633+ 2C13 + - (1 c1 )eo .(2.10)8 dr2  (1- 2 c1 1 3 1 3
The cosine of the angle between the new bond direction and the magnetization
- i.e., cos(p') - can be found by taking the dot product of the two unit vectors
that point along these two directions. Without loss of generality, let r^ (a 1 , 2, a3 )
be the unit vector of the magnetization vector. The question is, where is the bond
direction after the deformation?
In Appendix C, the transformation operator T that maps the unit vector along
the original bond direction to a new bond direction is found. For this particular pair,
the old bond direction is the 12[101]; the new bond direction is
) + (+n + eo E2 1  631
T= 612  1+ E22 + eo C32  0
- 613 C23  C+ 33 - 1 eo
1+C 11 +6 13 +eO
612 + C23  . (2.11)
1+ 63 3 + C13 - 2ceJ
By taking the dot product between r^ and the normal vector along the new bond
direction, we get
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(1l+ En +13+ eo, 612 + 623,1+ E33 + C13 - -c2 o) 1cos(o ) = 
_c I 2
(1+El +C1 3 +eo)2+(e 6+e23 )2+(1+e 33 + 13 _ 2C1eo)2 ka3
(2.12)
The factor in the denominator is the normalization factor.
For simplicity, only the terms that are linear in the misfit and magnetostrictive
strains are kept. The assumption is that second-order magnetostrictive effects come
mostly from the second derivative of the coefficients of the Legendre expansion (Eq.
2.8). Thus,
2cos2( ') = (a1 + a3)2 + (a1 - a3)(611 - 633) + 2(a 1 a3 + a 2a3 )(612 + E23)
+ (a2 - a2)(1+ 2C12)eo. (2.13)1 3 cil
Plugging Eqs. 2.13 and 2.10 into Eq. 2.8, and keeping all the linear terms, only
the second-order terms in the misfit strains, and the terms that are the products
of the misfit and magnetostrictive strains, we get that the pair interaction potential
between atom i and jlocated at (0, 0, 0) and -(1, 0, 1) is
E'. =L( 7 ) + 1-dr N 2 L( +.11 + 2,1 3 + (1 - c12
+ ______ 2c, 2  / 1 2c,2+ldl 2 (1 1 ) e+ 33+2E13 + - (1 - C )eo8 dr2  (1 l 2  i[ ((a1 + a3)2 + (a2 - a )(el - 633 ) + 2(a1a3 + a2a3)(61 2 + E23
+(a2- a2)(1 + 2c2)e ) . (2.14)
cil ) 3
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Expressions for the pair potentials of other neighbors can be found with the same
procedure. The IMAE can then be obtained by summing all the pairs in the crystal.
For simplicity, only first-nearest neighbor pairs are considered. Further, only an
uniaxial theory is developed in this thesis; all the higher-order angular terms will
be neglected. This choice is justifiable for the nickel film in Cu/Ni/Cu(001) system
because the torque measurement (which will be presented later) shows that higher
angular contribution to the magnetic anisotropy is negligible.
2.3.1 Bulk Magnetocrystalline Energy
Since the bulk reference state is used to describe the intrinsic magnetic anisotropy,
the MC energy of the film is the same as that of the bulk, namely,
Ebanc = P( a, a2a2+a2a2+a2a2
= K1 (a2 a + a 2a2 + aa) (2.15)
where p is the atomic density [Chikazumi, 1997, p. 269]. Because this energy term is
quadrupolar, it is neglected in the uniaxial model.
2.3.2 Bulk Magnetoelastic (BME) Energy
The bulk magnetoelastic (BME) energy can be found by first adding all the nearest
SP potentials and subtracting the MC energy from the sum. Thus, the ME energy
of an atom in the interior of a fcc(001) film under a biaxial strain can be found by
summing all the nearest neighbor interactions with the atom:
= [L()+ dL ) 2c1
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+ d2 L( )8 dr2 (1L - C)eo + E33 + 2E13 + (1 1 )eo
((a, + a3 )2+ (a2 - a )(,El - E33) + 2(a 1a 2 + a 2a3 )(E12 + 623)
+ [L( aoV0
+ d 2 (1
1 dL( ) ao
2 dr ,F \
2C12)e El + E33 - 2E13 +
1 12c 12
(1 - )eo2 c11
((a 1 - a 3 )2 + (a2 - a )(En1 - E33 ) + 2(aia 2 - a 2 a 3 ) (E 2 - E2 3 )
~2)(1 + 2c2))1]-
1 dL(') ao
2dr F( E3 3 + 262 3 + (1-
2c2))
-)2C1 2
((a 2 + a 3)2 + (a( - a)(E22 - 633) + 2(a1a2 + ala 3 )( 1 2 + E13)
2c2))-]
(E 22 + E33
(2.16)
- 2623 + (1 -
2C12)eo
2 d2 L(99)
dr2 (1 212)eo 22 + E3 3 - 2E23
((a 2 - a3)2 + (a ( - a)(E2 2 - E33 ) + 2(ala 2 - ala 3 )(El 2 - E13)
- a )(1 + 2C)eo -]
a0L(-)7
a d2 L()
8dr2 ( -ci)o (6 22 +E 33 +2E 23 + (1
-[
eCo)
2 a3)(1 +
+L(-) + dIr)
-C
+ (1 - 2c )eo
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1 dL( + +2) ao+ 2- dr2 (Ell + E22 + 2E12 + 2eo)
ag d2L( a )
1 .2 eo (En + 622+ 2c1 2 + eo)]
((a, + a2)2 + (a2 - a2)(61 - 622 ) + 2(aia3
ao( )+ 2 dL(r) ao2 dr V2(-n
+ a2a 3)(E13 + C23))
+622-2612+ 2eo)
+g d 2L(g)+_ -dr2 eo (E + E22 - 2612 + eo)4 dr2
2 ((al - a3)2 + (a2 - a1)(en - e22) + 2(aia 3 - a2a)(13
- Ecr".
After a considerable amount of algebraic manipulation, the ME energy density of
the film can be expressed in a form which can be recognized as a tetragonal general-
ization of the cubic magnetoelastic energy:
SD (Ell (a
+ D13 Eii(a 2
- )+622(a 2
1 )+622(a
+ D$2 (b13ala3 + 62 3 a 2a 3 ) + D. (eo(a -)
-p 3L( )
SB 1 + A 1 eo,
ao
= p 3L( 2)
SB~1 2eO,
1 dL(a)
2 dr
ao)
V2
1 dL(1) ao
2 dr 7fj
pd 2L( ) 2
+ 4 dr2 a0eo
pd 2L(%)
8 dr2 Al
a0L(')
** W
-623))-
where
+D 2 (33(a2
+ D21 (612aia2)
(2.17)
2c12 )e
c11
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Db1
pd2 L(a) 2c128 d V2 a (1 + c1 )eo A Ab eo,d8 dr2  d1(dL(-) ao &L(7) 2
= ~ ~ v2 )~ 2 bL--- d()~\ _
2p 2L( )o + + - a(1 - )eo
SB 2 + Abso,
-f2 P( L + dLr o)2 (1+ 2 02)
ddL() ao 2 a&) 2C1
p L(---)+ + d2 a2- d r V 2 n ' 1
16 d aL 3+ 2( eoVB2 , + A eo.C 2 C1
Here, B1 and B 2 are the usual bulk ME coefficients of a cubic sample; the A's (namely,
A 1 , A12 , A13 , A21 , A22 , and Ab,) are the second-order coupling terms. Dji is the cou-
pling coefficient for enla, and f22a%. This coupling gives the familiar magnetostrictive
strain parallel to the direction of the magnetization. Similar interpretation can be
applied to D12 . D13 also gives rise to second-order magnetostrictive strains that tend
to be perpendicular to the direction of the magnetization. D b and D 2 are coeffi-
cients for the shear magnetostrictive strains: Dj1 couples E with a 1a 2. D!2 couples
613 with ala3 and C23 with a 2a3 . D b is the effective ME coefficient due to the biaxial
misfit (or residual) strain. The subscript in the coefficient is to denote that the term
comes from the misfit (or residual) strain.4
As expected, D11 ,6 D12 because the film is tetragonally distorted. If eo = 0, that
is, if the misfit strain is zero, then Di =D2 as expected for a cubic crystal. D13
exists only because of the tetragonal distortion. If the deformation is pure dilation,
this coupling coefficient would be zero to be consistent with a cubic crystal symmetry.
4 Db is used to denote this energy term instead of Db to avoid the confusion with magnetostatic
energy
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One way to check this in our result is to replace the ratio -2c 12/c11 with 1 Also, note
that if the magnetostrictive strain tensor is to be replaced by the misfit strain tensor,
then Di1 + D12 + D13 = D,. because of the equivalence between magnetostriction
and its inverse from the energy viewpoint.
In short, the BME energy of a fcc(001) tetragonally distorted film can be very
different from that of its bulk form. In addition to the usual magnetostrictive strains,
the misfit strains can contribute to the magnetic anisotropy. Moreover, the two types
of strain can interact to give energy terms indicative of the distorted geometry.
2.3.3 Interface Magnetocrystalline Energy
Interface magnetocrystalline energy (IMCE), when described in reference to unre-
laxed interfaces, is known as the Neel interface energy. This energy can be found by
summing the missing or different bond energies of the interface atoms. For a fcc(001)
film/vacuum interface, the MC energy of an interface atom can be found by summing
all the nearest neighbor interactions with the atom:
2E "a'o = L( - (a + a 3)2 _ 1
Q(ao (a, + a3)_ 6 (a,+ a3)2 3
V2 4 7 2 35
+ L(ao) (ai -a3 )2 )
+ o (L -l2 2 3) 6(1-a) 3
+ Q( ((a, -a3)- 6 (a, -)2 + (2.18)
V2 4 7 2 35
+ L( ao (a2 + a3)2 1
vf2 2 3)
'This is to simulate the condition that a biaxial strain in the plane of the film induce a cor-
responding expansion in the vertical direction. The end result is that the film undergoes a pure
dilation.
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+ Q(a 0
a0
+ L( ao
+ ao0
V2-
(a 2 + a3 )4
4
(a2 - a3)2
2
(a2 - a3)4
4
6 (a 2 + a3 )2
7 2
-1 )
3)
6 (a 2 - a3 ) 2
7 2
Keeping only the dipole term, the IMCE density can be written in term of L(!)
as follows:
= L( ao)a2
- KNa3
(2.19)
where p, is the interface atomic density; KN is the N6el interface coefficient.
2.3.4 Interface Magnetoelastic Energy
Interface magnetoelastic energy (IMEE) is the change in the energy (due to defor-
mation) with respect to the undeformed state of the crystal. For a fcc(001) films
with two film/vacuum interfaces, the ME of an interface atom can be found from the
following expression:
1 dL( ) ao
2 d r , ./2-
a+g2L( -) 2c12 (5(- )eo e8 dr2 cu
+633+ 2c13 + (1 -
1
1 + C33 + 2ci3 + -(1
2c12)
1 - )eo
cil
- ((ai + a3)2 + (a3 - a )(cn - e33) + 2(a1a2 + a 2a 3)(E12 + 623)
+(a2 - a2)(1+ 2c12))1 3 cl )
35)
3).
35)
2E L( 7 )
]
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+ [L()+dL) a (El
+ dr t,12-
a 2dL(-qD) 2C12 (dr%2 ( - )eoEl
+ 633 - 2613 + (1 -
+ 633 - 2C13 + 1
1((a - a3 ) 2 + (a2 - a2)(6n - e33) + 2((el2 - a2 a)(c1 2 - 623)((l-a12 )+2(l2-aa* 63
+ - a )(1 + 2c2) (2.20)
1 dL(') ao
2 dr Vf2(
2c 12 )e
cil
- 2
(622 + 633 + 2623 + -(12
2c,2e
- cli )e)
- ((a 2 + a3 )2 + (a2 - a )(e22 - 633) + 2(ala 2 + aia)( 12 + 613)
+(a - a 2)(1 + )eo -
1 dL(') a0
2 dr ,F
2c2 )e
C11
(E22 + 633 - 2623 + (1
0 (622 + 633 - 2623 +
2C12 )eo
(1 - )1) c11
- ((a 2 - a3 )2 + (a2 - a )(622 - 633) + 2(a 1 a 2 - ala3)( 12 - 613)
+(a - a 2)(1 +2c,)eo - .C11  )J 1j
Again, by expanding the above equation and collecting both linear and non-linear
terms, the IMEE of the tetragonally distorted fcc(001) film is
= Di (OL(a
+ Df3 6i(a
1
1
+ 622(a2 - )
+ E22(a -
+ D 2 E33(a 2
+ DI (612aia2 )
2C12)eo
S2C12
cl1
)eo)
L(-)
a+ d2 L( )
8dr2 (
+L(
I(-
Sdr 2 (1 eo)
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+ D,2 (e13 aia3 + C2 302a 3) + D ( eo(a - (2.21)
where
DI1 p1L(2)2Bc,
D, S 3L( ao ) + d VL( V2 ao P d2 L 2(1 C12e1 2 2 dr V/2 16 dr2  a0 1 e
- Bf1 + A, 2 eo,
D2L=-L) 2c
13 - 2 dr 16 dr2  0 e
- B13 + Aeo,
D21 = pL(-)2
LdL(- ao pd 2L(-) 2c,Pi V2 Pi V2 (1- )eo22 - ( )T + dr +2 8 dr2  en
- B22 + A 2 e0,
D, = -3L( ao )(1 + 2C12 1 dL(") ao 2c,
2 V l 2 dr V ln
+ P &L(:,y) a ( - 2( 2C1 2 ) + (2c 2 )2 eo B + A. 8eo .
where the B's are the linear interface ME coupling coefficients, and the D's are the
second-order ME coupling coefficients. These coupling coefficients have meanings
analogous to those of the bulk coupling coefficients. Unlike the bulk energy, DjI #
D12 even if the deformation is a pure dilation. This reflects the broken symmetry at
the interfaces. Note that there are no second-order corrections in Df1 and DjI; that
is, Af, and A,, are zero.
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2.3.5 IMAE of fcc(001) films
Having found the expressions for the bulk and interface MC, and ME energy densities,
the intrinsic anisotropy energy density of the film can be obtained with the help of
Eq. 2.5:
= Kfa2+ B 
+ Bff ell(a -
ell(a - )+ e22(a - ) +B e 33(a -)
)+ c22(a2 - ) f (Ei2aia2)3 13)B2
+ Beff (E13a1a 3 + 623a2a3) + D (eo
KN
t
= -2 1 t
= Dbi- 2 Di
= Dia - 2Di
= Dbi- 2D2
= D$ 2 - 2 D22 - t
13 t
B 1 - 2 + A 'e'
= (B 1 - 2 2)
-2
t
+ A b
+ (A 2 - 22) eo,
-2 A3
= B 2 -2B2) +Ab1 eo
= (B2 - 22) + (A 2
= (Br, - 2B) + ( 48
eo
- 22 eo,
-2 e.
t
Here, the effective coefficients are defined to include both linear and second-order
contributions. Further, they are defined to include bulk and interface contribution to
the anisotropy.
Efilm
where
Beff
Beff
Beff
Deff
(2.22)
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2.4 Discussion
The SP approach, being a localized moment model, is most suited for systems whose
magnetic moments are localized; however, it seems to have much success in its ap-
plications to transition metals. Good prediction of the magnitude for both surface
and bulk MC and ME terms have been reported using the SP approach: in NiFe/Cu
system [Gradmann, 19861, in Co/Au system [Bruno, 19881, in Co/Pd system [Victora
and MacLauren, 1993], in Co/Cu system [Chuang et. al., 1994]. Further, the SP
method has been successfully applied to understand the induced magnetic anisotropy
of Ni-Fe alloys [Chikazumi, 1997, p. 299].
Although both the SP and group theory methods consider the anisotropy energy
phenomenologically , the former has the advantage over the latter in that the coupling
coefficients, to a first approximation, can be expressed in terms of a few Neel param-
eters. For fcc(001) films, the uniaxial ME coupling coefficients (up to second-order in
strain) are written in terms of L(g), its first and second derivative. Alternatively,
they can be expressed in terms of B1 , B2 , and A,, as shown in table 2.1.
Note that the D,.*f term is the dominant term among all the other ME terms
(terms such as Bliell and B126 33 ) in Eq. 2.22. The reason is that the former has
product of eoeo which is much larger than products such as eoell which are in the
other ME coefficients. Nevertheless, we choose to keep them in the expression because
their values can be calculated from experiments (it will be discussed further in a later
chapter). These values can be used for cases where misfit strains are small.
For simplicity, the second-order interactions are not included beyond the product
of misfit and magnetostrictive strains. If the misfit strain is large (;> 0.1%), the
product of the magnetostrictive strains can be neglected because magnetostriction
in transition metals are usually in the order of 10-. On the other hand, when the
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misfit strain is small, the product of the magnetostrictive strains can also be neglected
because the linear terms are the dominant ones. Thus, in either cases, the dropping
of the second-order magnetostrictive terms are justified.
The SP model includes only second-order terms that are products with the second
derivative of L(IOL). Any second-order terms that are multiplied by L( ) or its first
derivative are dropped because they are small compare to the linear terms.
Table 2.1: ME coupling coefficients and Ki (film/vacuum interface) expressed in
terms of B1, B2, and A11.
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Chapter 3
Epitaxy of Ni/Cu/Si(001) Films
The growth of Ni/Cu/Si(001) films has been investigated extensively by many re-
search groups [Chang, 1990a; Naik et. al., 1993; Inglefield, 1995; Miller et. al. 1996].
The relevant literature on the epitaxy of the system is reviewed in this chapter. Equi-
librium models, particularly that by Basson and Ball [1978], are also discussed to
explain the strain state of the nickel layer. A synchrotron x-ray study of the films
used in this thesis will be presented in the next chapter.
3.1 Background
The word epitaxy refers to a single-crystal film that is extended on top of a crystalline
substrate [Ohring, 1992, p. 307]. If the film and substrate are made of the same
material, the epitaxy is known as homoepitaxy. Heteroepitaxy refers to the case
where the film and substrate are made of different materials. Epitaxial Cu/Si(001)
and Ni/Cu(001) films are examples of heteroepitaxy.
Due to the chemical interaction between the film and substrate atoms at their
common interface, there is a tendency for the lattice of the film to match that of
the substrate in such a way to maximize bonding across the interface [Smith, 1995,
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p. 222]. 1 In some cases, new phases (which would be unstable in bulk forms) can
be stabilized in epitaxial forms. An example of this is the growth of fcc cobalt on a
copper substrate [Fujiwara et. al., 1983; Chuang et. al., 1994].
There is a price to pay for having lattice matching. Due to the lattice constant
difference between the film and substrate in heteroepitaxy, the film must be strained
in order to maintain registry with the substrate lattice. The strain energy stored in
the film increases linearly with the film thickness. There exists a critical thickness
t, below which it is energetically more favorable for the film to be coherent with
the substrate lattice, and beyond which it is energetically more favorable for the
film to be partially coherent to the substrate lattice by introducing extra planes (or
misfit dislocations) at the interface. Figure 3.1 illustrates the two different modes
of misfit accommodation in a simple cubic material. The quantity that is important
in determining the critical thickness t, is the misfit strain which can be defined as
follows:
a, - af (3.1)
af
where a, and af are the atomic distances of the substrate and film in some crystallo-
graphic direction in their bulk forms, respectively. For films having lattice parameter
mismatch with the substrate larger than 10%, epitaxy is generally not obtainable.
Figure 3.1b is an example of an edge dislocation in the film/substrate interface
with the dislocation line lying in the [010] crystallographic direction, and its Burg-
ers vector pointing perpendicular to the dislocation line. Such an edge dislocation
provides the most effective means of relieving the misfit strain in the film. [Tsao,
1993, p. 159]. On the contrary, a screw dislocation does not contribute to the relief
'It is assumed here that the substrate is much thicker the film. Thus, the substrate provides a
rigid lattice on which the film is grown.
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of the two general modes of misfit accommodation in a simple
cubic material; a) the misfit is accommodated by straining the lattice; b) misfit strain is
partially relieved by the extra atomic plane terminating at the interface, namely an edge
dislocation.
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of misfit strain because its Burgers vector is parallel to the dislocation line; there is
no "extra" plane of atoms involved in its formation.2
But not all misfit dislocations (dislocations that form to relieve misfit strain in
a film) are edge dislocations. For example, for a fcc metallic film such as copper
or nickel, the structure of misfit dislocations tends to have both edge and screw
components [Tsao, 1993, p. 161; Smith, 1995, p. 284; Inglefield, 1995, p. 42]. Figure
3.2 shows the geometry of such a mixed dislocation in a fcc (001) film. The dislocation
lies on the (111) plane (which is the closest packed plane in a fcc structure), and the
dislocation line points in the [110] direction. The Burger vector is (a/2) [110], which is
the shortest possible b, this being the distance between close-packed atoms. Because
dislocations with shorter Burgers vectors are more energetically favorable than those
with longer Burgers vectors (because dislocation energy is proportional to b2  2),
this type of dislocations is more commonly observed in fcc metals.
Note that the Burgers vector forms a 600 angle with the dislocation line; hence,
these mixed dislocations are also known as 60' dislocations. For the same reason,
edge dislocations are also known as 90' dislocations.
3.2 Growth of Cu(001)/Si(001) Films
Epitaxial growth of Cu(001) on Si(001) might seem challenging at first, considering
that their lattice parameters are 3.615 and 5.43 A at room temperature, respectively,
which would result in a lattice mismatch of about 50%. However, if the Cu lattice
is rotated by 450 about its film normal direction with respect to the Si lattice (that
is, the [100] axis of the Cu is parallel to the [110] of the Si), the mismatch would
be reduced significantly (to about 6.2%), and thus would make the epitaxial growth
2In this chapter, the reader is assumed to have some basic knowledge of dislocation theory. For
a review of the theory, please consult Appendix D and the references therein.
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- -T / [115 plane
[110]
Figure 3.2: Geometry of a 600 dislocation in a fcc cubic material. Only a few of the metal
atoms are shown for simplicity. The dark rod is the dislocation with the dislocation line
points in the [110] direction (after Smith, [1995], p. 285).
more possible. In fact, the growth of Cu(001) on Si(001) is obtained experimentally;
the 450 rotation has been confirmed by in-plane x-ray diffraction [Chang, 1990a], x-
ray pole figures [Inglefield, 1995, p.122], RHEED [Demczyk et. al., 1993], and TEM
[Demczyk et. al., 1994; Inglefield, 1995].
The growth of Cu on Si is usually done at low temperature (<; 50*C). The rea-
son is that the two elements form stable and metastable compounds even at room
temperature [Bai, 1990; Li, 1992]. It is believed that the Cu/Si interface is initially
sharp, but it becomes diffuse within months after the growth. The thickness of the
silicide interface is about 100A as determined by TEM technique [Demczyk, 1994;
Inglefield, 1995, p. 124]. For growth at about 100'C, noticeable amount of silicide
can be detected within hours [Inglefield, 1995, p. 124]; above 150*C, silicides can
even form within minutes, as we will discussed further in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.3 shows a portion of the Cu-Si phase diagram. Although the diagram
shows phases above 400'C, it is included for completeness and for space group infor-
mation of the compounds.
It must be said that if the growth temperature is too low ( ; 0*C), no epitaxial
growth of Cu(001) on Si(001) could be obtained [Demczyk et. al., 1994].
The growth mode of Cu on Si(001) is still not well understood. However, it has
been argued that the growth is by the Volmer-Weber mode [Naik et. al., 1993].
RHEED studies show that Cu films that are less than 150A thick shows very diffuse
pattern; the pattern becomes more defined but spotted for the thicker films. This
suggests that epitaxial growth is dominated by three-dimensional growth.
3.3 Growth of Ni(001)/Cu(001) Films
The growth of Ni(001) on Cu(001) is more direct: the nickel lattice is totally or
partially commensurate with the Cu. Since the lattice mismatch between them is
about 2.6%, epitaxial growth of Ni is favorable and has been frequently observed
[Gradmann, 1966; Matthews and Crawford, 1970; Naik et. al., 1993; Chang, 1990a;
Inglefield, 1995].
Unlike the case of Cu on Si(001), the interface between Ni(001) and Cu(001)
remains sharp at room temperature. It has been shown by Chen et. al. [1991] that the
Ni on Cu is thermally stable against interdiffusion up to about 200*C. The stability is
in part due to the fact that both elements are totally miscible below 150*C, as shown
in the phase diagram (figure 3.4).
The growth mode of Ni/Cu(001) has been well studied by Shen et. al. [1995] using
an in situ scanning tunneling microscope. They found that the first 3.5 monolayers
of Ni are grown by the classic Frank-Van der Merwe mode (namely, layer-by-layer
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growth).3 For the nickel films that are thicker than 6 monolayers thick, "multilayer"
growth becomes more dominant. The term "multilayer" used by Shen et. al. [19951
is perhaps to imply that the growth happens at many layers simultaneously. Further,
it was found that the islands have the shape of a three-dimensional plate, which grow
in size and height as the film thickness increases. The island edges are along <110>
directions, consistent with microfacets of a close-packed fcc crystal.
3.4 Equilibrium Model of Strain
In this section, we will derive an expression to account for the strains in the nickel
layer in Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films. An equilibrium model will be employed. We will
follow the approach by Basson and Ball closely [1970]. The result will also be used in
the next chapter to explain our experimental strain data taken by synchrotron x-ray
diffraction.
Equilibrium models of strain in thin films have been considered by many re-
searchers for about five decades: Frank and van der Merwe [1949], Jesser and Matthews
[1967], and Matthews and Crawford [1970]; just to name a few. 4 The basic idea is
to find the lowest-energy state of the system by minimizing its areal energy density
which consists of two parts:
Ua = Ucoh + Uis (3.2)
Here, U,,, is the strain energy per unit area of the film, and Ud,8 is the excess energy
to create the dislocations in a unit film area. It is expected that equilibrium models
tend to underestimate the strains in the film. Although kinetic models tend to give
3For readers who are interested in different growth modes and stresses in thin films, please consult
an excellent review article by Koch [19941.
'The article by Fitzgerald [1991] gives a good overview on the approach and the subject in
general.
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a more accurate account of the strains in thin films, they will not be discussed here.
Readers who are interested in kinetic models should consult the article by Fitzgerald
[1991] and the references therein.
For simplicity, the Cu buffer layer is assumed to be unaffected by the deposition
of the nickel and the Cu cap layers. 5 Then, the areal energy density due to strain
can be written as the sum of that of the Ni and the Cu cap layer: [Fitzgerald, 1990,
p. 99; Tsao, 1993, p. 164]:
2G(1 + v)
Ucoh = (te1 + t 2 E ) (3.3)
Here, tj and el are the film thickness and in-plane strain of the nickel layer; t2 and 62
are the film thickness and strain of the Cu cap layer. G and v are the shear modulus
and Poisson's ratio of copper or nickel, respectively (assuming that they are the same
for both materials).
From Appendix D, the dislocation energy for a mixed dislocation with the Burgers
vector at an angle 3 to the dislocation line is
Ed = Gb2(1 _ Vcos2 3 )Log, aR (3.4)47r(1 - v) Jro
where the parameter a is an adjustable factor to account for the core energy, r. is
the core radius, usually taken to be the magnitude of the Burgers vector, b. R is
the distance from the dislocation to be included in the energy expression. The areal
energy density from the dislocation grids in the Ni and the Cu cap layer can be
expressed as follows:
Ud8=Gb 2 (1 - vcos2fl) 2L aR1  __R(.5Uds, = b( CS0 2p1Loge( aR) + 2P2Log, (aR) (3.5)47r(1 - v) b b
5This assumption turns out to be quite good experimentally as it will be shown in the next
chapter
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where p, and P2 are the linear dislocation densities of the Ni and the Cu cap layer.
The factor of 2 is to reflect the assumption that dislocations form 2 dimensional grids
in the plane of the film.
Plugging Eqs. 3.3 and 3.5 into 3.2, and minimizing the total areal energy density
with respect to p1 and p2, the equilibrium strain for the Ni and the Cu cap layer can
be obtained. But before this step can be taken, we need to express el and 62 in terms
of p, and P2, respectively. el can be expressed in term of p, as follows [Fitzgerald,
1990, p. 92; Tsao, 1993, p. 164]:
61 = n - Plbedge (3.6)
where bedge = bsinf3cosy is the edge component of the Burgers vector projected onto
the interface plane: 0 is the angle between the Burgers vector and the dislocation line,
and - is the angle between the interfacial plane and the slip plane of the dislocation
(see figure 3.2).
An expression for C2 can be obtained by making the assumption that the Cu cap
layer grows pseudomorphically on the nickel. This assumption is good if the Cu cap
layer is less than 50A, which is the case in the films used in this thesis. Thus,
a2 - aC2  -
2
a, - ao
2
ao
a a- aoa-a(3.7)
s f l C e Cy77
where ao and a, are the lattice constants of bulk nickel and the nickel film,repcily
ao and a 2 are the lattice constants of bulk Cu and the Cu cap layer, respectively.
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Plugging Eqs. 3.6, 3.7, 3.3, 3.5 into 3.2, and minimizing it with respect to pi,
an expression for the in-plane equilibrium strain of the nickel film (e') can then be
obtained:
- b (1 - vcos2 ) 1 tCu + tNi tCuel = Log + 'r (3.8)
sincos-y 87r(1 + v) tc. + tNi e b/a ) tcu + tNi
Note that we have replaced some of the symbols in Eqn. 3.8 with more descriptive
notation for the Cu/Ni/Cu system: C' 61 , tNi = tj, and tcu = t2 . Also, in writing
Eq. 3.8, it has been assumed that the average linear spacing between the dislocations,
1/pi = s, is greater than 2(tcu + tNi) for all nickel film thicknesses. Although the
BB model gives two different results for the two cases when s is greater and less than
2(tcu + tNi), we find that the difference is not significant in the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films.
The two terms in Eq. 3.8 can be interpreted as follows: the first is the strain of the
film whose thickness is the sum of the film thickness of the Cu cap and nickel layer;
the second accounts for the fact that Cu and Ni have different bulk lattice constants,
weighed by the thickness of the cap layer. Note that for tcu = 0, we get the usual
expression for a single misfit epilayer [Tsao, 1993, p. 166].
If the dislocations in the nickel are assumed to be purely 600 dislocations on {111}
slip planes, then sinf = -//2, cos-y = I/v/, and b = a' /v/2 where a* is the lattice
constant of bulk nickel. Using a = 1, the Poisson's ratio of bulk nickel (v = 0.39)r the
equilibrium in-plane strain of the nickel film in Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001)
films can be computed as a function of the nickel film thickness, and it is plotted in
figure 3.5. As expected, the strain decreases with increasing nickel film thickness.
The critical thickness t, (the thickness below which the nickel is totally comm-
mensurate with the Cu buffer layer) can be found by setting the equilibrium strain
6 For transition metals, a is usually between 0.5 and 2 [Hirth and Loathe, 1992, p. 232]. We
choose a = 1 for convenience.
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Figure 3.5: Average equilibrium in-plane strain of the nickel layer in
Cu(50A)/Ni(tN)/Cu(2000A)/i(o1) films is plotted with the nickel film thickness for a
single epilayer (i.e., with the cap Cu layer) and a double epilayers (Ni and Cu cap layer).
The result is also compared with the 1/t law which is commonly accepted in the literature.
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11 = 2.6% (which is the misfit strain of Ni on Cu), and it is computed to be about
16A. This value agrees with the experimental result on Ni/Cu(001) system reported
by Matthews and Crawford [1970] and Inglefield et. al. [1993] using TEM technique.
Note that the in-plane equilibrium strain for the Ni/Cu(001) system is signifi-
cantly lower than that for the cap Ni layer. This phenomenon has been observed in
semiconductor materials [Fitzgerald, 1991, p. 106; Tsao, 1993, p. 172]. It is interest-
ing to note that for a single Ni/Cu(001) film, equilibrium theory fails to predict the
existence of the critical thickness t, as indicated in figure 3.5. This failure has been
pointed out by Matthews and Crawford [1970]. But the fact a critical thickness t,
has been observed in the Ni/Cu(001) system suggests that its occurrence may be due
to kinetic reasons.
The strain predicted by the 1/t law is also shown in figure 3.5. The equation used
for the plot is
ee = r (3.9)11 tNi
where tc = 17 A is assumed. Note that the strain drops much faster than that
predicted by the BB model for the cap Ni films.
3.5 Summary
The relevant literature of the epitaxy of Cu/Si(001) and Ni/Cu(001) systems has been
reviewed. The equilibrium model by Basson and Ball [1978] has been applied to the
Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) system. The critical thickness is computed to be about 17A. The
theory suggests that the presence of a Cu cap layer can significantly affect the strain
in the nickel layer.
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Sample Preparation and Structural
Studies
A series of Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films (17A < tN 2000A) were de-
posited by electron-beam evaporation in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber. Film epitaxy
was monitored by in situ reflection high electron enery diffraction (RHEED). Film
surface roughness was examined by RHEED and an ex situ atomic force microscope
(AFM). Both in-plane and out-of-plane strains were measured using sychrotron x-ray
radiation.
4.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy Deposition System
The advent of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has made it possible to deposit high
quality epitaxial films (i.e., high purity and crystallinity) in a controlled environment.
The key factor of its success lies in the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) condition: the base
pressure is less than 10-9 torr. The good vacuum makes it possible for films to
be grown at a slow rate (usually between 0.5-2.0 A per second), which is essential
for obtaining good epitaxy (incoming atoms have sufficient time to migrate on the
slow growing surface). Consequently, the surface of the grown film can be atomically
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smooth in many systems [Herman and Sitter, 1996, p. 1]. Another advantage of
MBE technique is many surface diagnostic tools (e.g., RHEED and Auger electron
spectroscopy) that can be used in situ to study and characterize the growth without
exposing the film to the lab atmosphere. Thus, MBE is the method of choice for
fabricating films whose structures must be tightly controlled.
The Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films used for this thesis work were grown in such a UHV
chamber. The use of MBE is important because nickel can grow epitaxially on
Cu(001) in an UHV environment. Good epitaxy is essential for the observation of
perpendicular magnetization in the nickel layer. Futher, the study of single crys-
talline nickel allows the possibility of measuring individual ME coupling coefficients
independently.
The vacuum in the main chamber is achieved by using a series of pumps, each of
which has its own operative pressure range. A Venturi pump is first used to pump
the chamber from atomspheric pressure (760 torr) to about 50 torr. Sorption pumps
are then used to bring the pressure down to about 10- torr. A cryogenic pump then
takes over, and the pressure can drop to about 10-6 within 15 minutes of pumping.
An ion pump is then turned on (with the cryogenic pump still on) to help bringing
the pressure to about 10-8 after a few days of pumping. With a good bake (that
is, the chamber is heated to about 150*C for a few days), the pressure of less than
2 x 1010 torr can be obtained.
Figure 4.1 shows a photograph of the MBE system. A schematic view of the
system is shown in figure 4.2. The main chamber is equipped with two electron-beam
evaporators (Cu and Ni), a RHEED setup, and a mass spectrometer. It is connected
with a load-lock chamber which is isolated by a UHV gate-valve. The load-lock
chamber has its own cryogenic and ion pumps. The utility of the load-lock chamber
is that samples can be loaded in or taken out without breaking the vacuum in the
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main chamber. In a good day, three high-quality films can be fabricated.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the evaporation process. A stream of electrons is accelerated
through a field of 10 kV and is focused onto the evaporant surface by a transverse mag-
netic field provided by a combination of magnetic pole pieces and an electromagnet.
The electron source is supplied by a tungsten filament via thermionic emision process.
The source material is evaporated due to the heating by the electron bombardment
[Herman and Sitter, 1996].
4.2 Substrate Preparation and Film Growth
The Si(001) p-type substrate was dipped in dilute hydrofloric solution (5 % by volume)
for ten seconds to remove the native oxide. It was then rinsed in de-ionized water
for about 2 minutes and immediately transferred into the load-lock chamber to be
pumped down.' After several hours in the lock-lock, the substrate is transferred into
the main chamber. The RHEED patttern shows sharp streaky diffraction lines and
Kikuchi lines, which indicate a clean Si surface.
The growth rates of the copper and nickel layers were 1.0A/sec. The deposi-
tion rate and thickness were monitored by an Inficon photomultiplier rate monitor
which was calibrated using a Dektak profilometer. The error in the film thickness is
estimated to be 10% of the total thickness.
The growth temperatures of both copper and nickel started at around 20*C and
could gradually increase up to about 50*C during the deposition due to the thermal
radiation from the sources.
The copper buffer layers for all the samples except the 500 and 2000A films were
'Lyer et. al. [1990] shows that the use of HF treatment of a Si substrate leaves the surface
hydrogen passivated, which is inert for several minutes in air and several days in UHV at room
temperature.
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Figure 4.1: Side view of the MBE system (photographed by Hans Nembach; processed in
Photoshop by Kin Ha).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic top view of the MBE system.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic side view of the electron-beam evaporation setup.
annealed in situ to about 1500C for eight minutes and then cooled down to 200C prior
to the deposition of the nickel layer. The annealing process improved the flatness of
the buffer layer surface. Figure 4.4a shows the RHEED pattern of a 2000A copper
film on Si(001) before the anneal. The spottedness of the pattern indicates that the
surface of the copper film was atomically rough. Figure 4.4b shows the RHEED
pattern of the same film after the anneal. The streaky RHEED pattern suggests
that the the surface was atomically flat. Figure 4.5 shows an surface of an annealed
1000A copper film imaged by an atomic force microscope (AFM); the root mean
square (rms) roughness of the film is 6A over a 1pim x 1pm surface area. Contrary
to what was reported by Shen et. al. [1995], the surface retains its smoothness after
the deposition of the nickel and copper cap layer as suggested by RHEED patterns.
Annealing of epitaxial Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films above 200*C appears to cause the
formation of copper silicide through the copper buffer layer. Figure 4.6 is a scanning
electron micrograph of a Cu(2000A)/Si(001) film that was annealed at around 200*C
for about a minute. The image shows islands of copper silicide on the copper film
as indicated by Auger spectroscopy and microanalysis. X-ray study confirms that at
least some of the silicide was Cu15 Si4 , as discussed later in the chapter. However, no
silicon could be detected by Auger spectroscopy on the surface of the copper buffer
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Figure 4.4: RHEED patterns recorded from a Cu(2000A)/Si(001) surface in the [200]
arimuth: a) is the surface of the copper without the intentional anneal; b) is the surface
after the copper was annealed at about 2000C for about one minute.
layer that was annealed in situ at 150*C for less than eight minutes.
4.3 X-Ray Diffraction Study
The x-ray experiments were performed using the beamline X3B1 of the Brookhaven
National Synchrotron Light Source to determine the lattice constants of the nickel and
copper layers. Synchrotron radiation was used for its high intensity. The wavelength
of the radiation was selected to be 1.149A by a double crystal Si(111) monochromator;
the scattered x-rays were analyzed by a Ge(111) crystal to provide high angular
resolution. Both the Bragg and grazing-incidence diffraction setups (see figure 4.7)
were calibrated using an A12 0 3 powder reference standard. The resolutions for both
systems were on the order of 0.02' in scattering angle 26.
Diffraction from the copper buffer layer was used to align the sample with the
incident beam for both the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice measurements. Because
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Figure 4.5: Surface of Cu(1000A)/Si(OO1) film is imaged by an atomic force microscope.
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Figure 4.6: SEM image of Cu(2000A)/Si(001) film annealed at 200* for about one minute.
Islands of copper silicide threaded through the copper layer. The islands come in two sizes.
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Figure 4.7: The basic geometry of the x-ray setup: a) Bragg diffraction; b) grazing-
incidence diffraction (GID).
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the lattice of the copper buffer layer is known with respect to the silicon substrate
(see chapter 3), the sample was first aligned by eye upon placing it onto the sample
holder. The detector was then set at an expected scattering angle 20. The sample was
rocked about the angle 9 with respect to the incident beam (by changing the angle
w) to maximize the intensity at the detector. The condition of maximum intensity
is a Bragg condition. The crystal was then aligned by setting w = 9; that is to say,
the Bragg planes were parallel with the incident beam when 9 is at zero degree. This
procedure works even if the initial angle 9 is slightly off from the true Bragg angle
for the copper peak. Once the copper film is aligned, the nickel is also aligned by
virtue of its epitaxial growth on the copper. This epitaxial relationship between the
nickel and copper will also be confirmed by the diffraction experiments, as it is now
discussed.
4.3.1 Symmetric Bragg Diffraction
The out-of-plane lattice constant of the nickel, denoted as ajf , was measured using
the symmetric Bragg diffraction method. The intensities from the (002) planes of the
copper and nickel are shown in Figure 4.8. Note the logarithmic scale in the y-axis.
The copper peak position stays at its bulk value for all the nickel film thicknesses; the
nickel peak evolves toward its bulk value with the increasing nickel film thickness. The
500A and 2000A nickel films still show considerable vertical contraction, signifying
that they are not fully relaxed. There is a peak between that of the copper and nickel,
which is particularly pronounced for the thinner films. It is believed to come from the
diffraction by the (521) planes of the E-Cu 15Si 4 cubic phase. The d-spacing calculated
from the diffraction peak is 1.756A; the reported value in the literature is 1.767A
[Mukherjee et. al., 1969]. Other peaks of the Cui5Si 4 phase were also detected in the
annealed samples using Cu K radiation. However, it must be pointed out that other
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workers had reported the copper silicide at the Cu/Si interface to be 7r"-Cu 3 Si phase
instead [Weber et. al., 1983; Chang, 1990a; Demczyk et. al., 1994; Inglefield, 1995].
For the thinner nickel films (30A < tNi < 150A), since there is a large difference in
the intensity between the copper and nickel peak, the fitting of the nickel peak is very
sensitive to the tail of the copper profile. The following procedure was used to extract
the nickel diffraction data: the copper peak was first fitted with much weight being
placed on its low-9 tail. The fitting was best achieved with a mixture of a gaussian
and lorentzian functions. The fitted curve was then used to subtract the copper
contribution from the reflectivity data. The remaining intensity was assumed to be
that of the nickel and Cu1 5 Si 4 , each of which was fitted with a gaussian. For the 500k
or 2000k nickel film, both the nickel and copper cap layer were fitted simultaneously
with strictly gaussian functions. The intensity from the copper silicide can be safely
neglected for these two nickel film thicknesses. The computed lattice constants (using
the Bragg formula) are tabulated in Table 4.1. It must be said that the contribution
of the copper cap layer was ignored in the analysis. The assumption is that the cap
layer is completely coherent with the nickel and thus does not produce any shift in
the nickel peak position. In this respect, the out-of-plane lattice constant tends to be
slightly overestimated.
As expected, no (111) diffraction peaks could be detected in the 0 - 20 scan. It
shows that these films are either highly texture or epitaxial (002) films. However, the
grazing-incident diffraction result rules out the former case, as it is now disccused.
4.3.2 Grazing-incident Diffraction
The in-plane lattice constant of the nickel was measured in the grazing-incidence
diffraction (GID) geometry (see figure 4.7). In this setup, the incident beam is fixed
at a grazing angle relative to the sample surface. The detector is placed in the
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Figure 4.8: X-ray reflectivity from the (002) Bragg planes of the copper and nickel layer
in the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films. The wavelength of the radiation is 1.149A. All curves are
displaced vertically by arbitary amounts.
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Table 4.1: In- and out-of-plane nickel lattice constants (all and aI) are tabulated for the
various nickel film thicknesses using the (200) and (002) diffraction peaks, respectively.
Strains are computed by using the formula (a - ab)/ab where ab (=3.5241A) is the bulk
lattice constant of nickel. The in-plane strains are calculated using the = 0.60 data except
for the 50A and 70A films, the = 0.30 data are used to calculate the strains. The value
for 2C12/c11 is found by taking the ratio of Ei and ell.
tNi[A] a[A] all[A] all[A]el -2C12/Cu
( = 0.6*) (( = 0.3*)
30 3.4180 -3.01 3.6038 2.26 1.33
50 3.4433 -2.30 3.5884 3.5908 1.89 1.21
60 3.4514 -2.07 3.5878 1.81 1.14
70 3.4604 -1.82 3.5774 3.5767 1.49 1.21
100 3.4779 -1.31 3.5652 1.17 1.12
120 3.4834 -1.15 3.5626 1.09 1.06
150 3.4873 -1.04 3.5557 0.90 1.16
500 3.4945 -0.84 3.5482 0.68 1.23
2000 3.5107 -0.38 3.5353 0.32 1.20
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plane parallel to and slightly above the surface plane of the sample. The diffraction
data from Bragg planes that are exactly or nearly perpendicular to the surface of the
sample are collected. Figure 4.9 shows the intensity diffracted from the (200) planes
with = 0.60. As before, the peak of the the copper buffer layer (if observed) stays
at its bulk value for all the nickel films, and the nickel peak evolves toward its bulk
value with the increasing nickel film thickness. Note that the (521) Cu15 Si4 peak was
not observed in this setup, which suggests that the silicide was buried well below the
nickel/copper buffer interface.
The penentation depth of the radiation could be varied by changing the grazing
angle . Figure 4.10 shows the diffracted intensity of the 50A and 70A nickel films
with two different values of C (0.3* and 0.6*). Very little scattered intensity was
observed from the copper buffer layer for C = 0.3'. These results show, as expected,
that the intensity of the beam is very sensitive to the C parameter. It must be said
that there is a considerable error (± 0.1*) in determining the absolute value of C. The
major source of the error comes from the mounting of the sample which might not
be completely flat on the sample holder.
The GID intensities were fitted with gaussian functions. Since the diffracted
intensity from the copper buffer layer is comparable to that of the thin nickel film due
to the shallowness of the incident angle C, both peaks were analyzed at the same time.
For the cases with C = 0.3*, only one gaussian was needed. As before, we assume the
copper cap layer is completely coherent with the nickel. Thus, the contribution of
the copper cap layer was ignored in the fitting (except for the 2000A where a slight
asymetry of its peak was observed). The computed in-plane lattice constants are
tabulated in Table 4.1.
The diffraction from the (220) Bragg planes was also studied by GID on the 30A
and 60A nickel films. Figure 4.11 shows the diffraction intensity of these samples
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Figure 4.9: Grazing-incidence diffraction (with = 0.60) from the (200) Bragg planes of
the copper and nickel layer in the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films. The wavelength of the radiation
is 1.149A. All curves are displaced vertically by arbitary amounts.
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Figure 4.10: Grazing-incidence diffraction from the (220) Bragg planes of the copper
and nickel layer in the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films at two incident angles (0.3* and 0.60).
The wavelength of the radiation is 1.149A. All curves are displaced vertically by arbitary
amounts.
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Table 4.2: In-plane lattice constants (all) were calculated using the (220) diffraction peaks
with = 0.30 and 0.6*. The strain is calculated using the formula (a - ab)/ab where ab
(=3.5241A) is the bulk lattice constant of nickel.
tNi[A al Ell%
30 0.3 3.6066 2.34
30 0.6 3.6016 2.20
60 0.3 3.5894 1.85
60 0.6 3.5912 1.90
with ( = 0.3' and 0.60. The in-plane lattice constant calculated from these (220)
peaks are in good agreement to that which was found from the (200) peaks, and they
are tabulated in Table 4.2. One advantage of using the (220) peaks is that they show
more separation than do the (200) peaks. For bulk copper and nickel, the separation
is 1.5* for the (220) peaks and 1.0* for the (200) peaks. The disadvantage is that the
intensity of the former is about half of that of the latter.
To confirm that these films are indeed epitaxial (002) films (as opposed to just
highly textured films), the samples were deliberately misaligned with the x-ray beam.
Then, the (200) and (220) peak scans were made. As expected, no trace of diffraction
could be detected.
4.3.3 Strain in the Nickel Layer
The nickel, upon being deposited onto the copper, is under a biaxial strain due to
the lattice mismatch between bulk nickel and copper, and a out-of-plane compressive
strain due to the Poisson effect. The misfit strain of the nickel on copper is 2.6%
(see Chapter 3). Figure 4.12 shows both the in-plane and out-of-plane average nickel
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Figure 4.11: Grazing-incidence diffraction from the (220) Bragg planes of the copper
and nickel layer in the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films at two incident angles (0.30 and 0.6*).
The wavelength of the radiation is 1.149A. All curves are displaced vertically by arbitary
amounts.
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residual strain (denoted as ell and ei respectively) as a function of the nickel film
thickness. The strains are calculated using the formula (a - ab)/ab where a is the
measured lattice constant, and ab (3.5241A) is the bulk lattice constant of nickel. The
values are also given in Table 4.1. The ratio c±/cll fluctuates closely around the bulk
value 2c 1 2 /c1 1 = 1.28 (see Table 4.1). The Poisson's ratio v is calculated to be 0.39
using the formula 2cl 2/cl = 2v/(1-v).
One simple way of analyzing and predicting the thickness dependence of the strain
is to first fit the in-plane strain data (better resolution than out-of-plane) using the
equation q(tC/tNi)P where q (=2.6%) is the misfit strain of the nickel on copper, t,
and p are the fitting parameters. The out-of-plane strain curve is then found by the
formula eq = - (2c12/cu)ill, and it is in good agreement with the experimental result.
A natural interpretation of the parameter tc is that it is the critical thickness below
which the nickel is coherent with the copper buffer layer. But it must be noted that
there is no theorectical basis to think that this is indeed the true critical thickness,
and in fact, it is not, as we shall see. With t, = 27A, and p = 2/3, the power law gives
a good fit to the data (see Figure 4.12), if it is restricted only to films that are less
than 150A thick. One justification for the restriction is that both the in-plane and
out-of-plane are better fitted if the data from the 500 and 2000A film are excluded.
A better justification comes from the equilibrium model by Basson and Ball which
we now discuss.
Figure 4.12 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane strain of the nickel layer as pre-
dicted by the BB model (see chapter 3) along with the experimental data. Observe
that the theory gives good agreement with the data for tNi < 150k. However, the
thicker films (500A and 2000k) show large deviation from the equilibrium strain,
which is in agreement with other studies [Gradmann, 1966; Matthews and Crawford,
1970]. The reason for this departure is not well understood. It has been argued
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by Matthews and Crawford [1970] that the misfit dislocations could not reach their
equilibrium density due to perhaps the tangling of dislocations.
Figure 4.12 also shows the 1/t curve using t, = 27A for a useful comparison with
the (1/t)2/3 law. Observe that the strain predicted by the 1/t law drops much faster
than that of the experimental values and the BB model. The failure of the 1/t law,
as it is applied in this system, is due to two factors in its derivation: i) the influence
of the cap layer is ignored; ii) the following assumption is not good even if tNi is just
a few times larger than t,:
tr In(t) to_
EAj = t ai n7 tNi (4.1)
The linear dislocation density p can be estimated using the following formula:
p = - (4.2)
bsinf3cosy
where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. # and y are defined in figure 3.2.
The result for both the equilibrium and measured dislocation densities are plotted in
Figure 4.13. Note that for the thicker films (tNi > 500A), the dislocation density is
slightly above a heavily plastically deformed crystal [Kingery et. al, 1976, p. 167].
The linear dislocation spacing, s = 1/p, is also plotted on the same figure.
4.4 Summary
The Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films (17A < tNi < 2000A) are atomically
smooth as shown by RHEED and AFM. Perpendicular and in-plane strains of the
nickel films have been measured independently and accurately using symmetric Bragg
and grazing-incidence diffraction respectively. The 2000A copper buffer layer is un-
strained by nickel films up to 2000A in thickness. The strain in the nickel layer
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Figure 4.12: In-plane and out-of-plane strain as a function of the nickel film thickness.
The data are fitted with three different models: the 1/t law, (1/t)2/ 3, and Basson and Ball
model.
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decrease approximately as (1/t)2/ 3 rather than the often assumed 1/t form. The
Basson and Ball model is used to account for the equilibrium strain of the nickel
layer. The ratio of out-of-plane and in-plane strain agrees well with the bulk value of
-2c 12 /c11 . The strains in the thinner films can be accounted for using the BB model.
The thicker films (500A and 2000A) deviate significantly from the equilibrium strain,
which is in agreement with other workers.
Chapter 5
Magnetic Characterizations
Three magnetic characterization techniques are used to study the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001)
films: vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), torque magnetometer, and cantilever
beam magnetostrictometer (CBM). Each technique gives unique and complementary
information about the films. The results from the first two methods are shown here.
The CBM results will be presented in chapter 7.
5.1 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
The vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) used for the present work is a commercial
system designed by Digital Measurement System (which is now a division of AD
Technologies). The sample is vibrated by a loudspeaker at about 70 cycles per second
with an amplitude of about 0.1 mm near a set of stationary pickup coils (see figure
5.1). The magnetic field of the sample induces a voltage which is linearly proportional
to the component of the sample moment in the direction normal to the plane of the
detection coils. By measuring the output voltage (which is calibrated with a standard
nickel disc), one component of the net moment can be determined. A "magnetization
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versus magnetic field" curve (M-H loop) is obtained by varying the external magnetic
field provided by the magnetic pole pieces of an electromagnet. Magnetic moment as
low as 5 x 10-6 emu can be detected by the VSM.
For a detailed description of the working and design of a VSM, please consult the
journal paper by Simon Foner [1959], or the general review article by Flanders and
Graham [1993].
5.1.1 Experimental Results
Figure 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show the M-H loops of the Cu(50)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000k)/Si(001)
films. Both the in-plane and out-of-plane loops were measured.' The in-plane curves
were taken with the field applied in the nickel crystallographic [100] direction. Note
that the nickel moments are normalized to unity in all the graphs. The thinner nickel
films (17A, 30A, 50A, 70k, 80k, and looA) exhibit quite square perpendicular hys-
teresis loops which indicate that their easy axes of magnetization are perpendicular
to the film plane. The thicker nickel films (150A, 500A, and 2000A) require much
higher field to saturate the moment out-of-plane than in-plane, which suggests that
their axes of magnetization lie in the film plane.
The saturation magnetization (M,) is determined using the law of approach to
saturation [McGuire and Flanders, 1969; p. 128; Cullity, 1972, p. 347; Chikazumi,
1997, p. 506]. The dependence of M, on the nickel film thickness is shown in figure 5.5.
The saturation magnetization decreases rapidly below 70k. The dramatic reduction
in M, has been reported by Hope et. al. [1997] in their nickel films that are less than
100A thick using polarized neutron reflection and alternating gradient magnetometer.
They attributed the change in the magnetic moment to the change in strain in the
'In-plane M-H curve is taken by applying the external magnetic field in the film plane. Out-of-
plane M-H curve is taken by applying the external magnetic field perpendicular to the film plane.
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Figure 5.2: In-plane and out-of-plane M-H loops the Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/si(001)
films (tNt = 17A, 30A, 50A, and 60A). The in-plane loops are measured along the [100]
crystallographic direction.
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Figure 5.3: In-plane and out-of-plane M-H loops the Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001)
films (tN = 70A, 80A, iooA, and 120A). The in-plane loops are measured along the [100]
crystallographic direction.
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Figure 5.5: Saturation magnetization of the Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Gu(2000A)/Si(00l) films
are plotted as a function of the nickel film thickness. The values were determined from the
VSM M-H loops using the law of approach to saturation.
nickel layer.
The squarenesses of both the in-plane and out-of-plane M-H loops (the fraction of
the total moment remains in zero field) are plotted in figure 5.6. Their values are also
tabulated in table 5.1. Observe that the perpendicular squareness is about 85% for the
nickel films whose thicknesses are between 50A to 100k; that is, for these nickel films,
about 85% of the total moment points out-of-plane. The perpendicular squareness
decreases outside this thickness range. The in-plane squareness has a minimum at
about 40A, which seems to suggest that the magnetization is most out-of-plane at
that film thickness.
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Figure 5.6: In-plane and out-of-plane squarenesses of the
Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/i(o1) films are plotted as a function of the nickel film
thickness. The squarenesses are calculated by taking the ratio of remanent and saturation
magnetization.
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Table 5.1: Squarenesses and coercivities (Hc) of Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001)
films are tabulated. The values of both in-plane and out-of-plane loops are shown.
tNi [A] In-Plane Out-of-Plane
Squareness [%] Hc [Oe] Squareness [%] Hc [Oe]
17 7 0 70 67
30 1 0 78 115
50 2 0 86 181
60 6 115 87 219
70 10 114 83 191
80 15 153 86 193
100 22 186 88 218
120 35 202 54 182
150 52 200 19 126
500 48 186 5 70
2000 42 190 1 90
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Table 5.1 also lists the coercivities (the magnetic field needed to bring the mag-
netic induction of the sample to zero) for the in-plane and out-of-plane M-H loops.
Although the coercivities will not be analyzed in this thesis work, they are included
for completeness. The behavior of the coercivity can be studied using a micromag-
netic theory (such as that by Bertram and Paul [1997]) to extract information about
the Neel interface anisotropy of the system.
5.1.2 Effective Magnetic Anisotropy
Although the squareness captures the trend for perpendicular magnetization, it does
not give insight into the driving forces that are responsible for the behavior. A more
instructive quantity (the one that is used widely in the literature) is the effective
magnetic anisotropy, Keff, which is defined as the difference in the free energy when
the system is magnetized in-plane and out-of-plane. More compactly,
Keff = F(in-plane) - F(out-of-plane) (5.1)
where F is the free energy of the system. Note that Keff is defined using the con-
vention that if it is positive, the magnetization prefers to be out-of-plane.
Effective magnetic anisotropy can be found experimentally from the M-H loops
[Purcell et. al., 1992; Jungblut et. al, 1994; Bochi, 1995, p. 31]. The procedure is
the following: Find the anhysteretic (without hysteresis) curve by taking the aver-
age of the magnetic field of the forward and backward M-H curves for each value of
the magnetization (see figure 5.7a). Integrate the anhysteretic curve with respect to
the magnetization to get the work needed to magnetize the sample (see figure 5.7b).
Because free energy is equal to the magnetic work provided that other thermody-
namics variables (such as temperature and pressure) remain unchanged during the
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Figure 5.7: (a) illustrates a way of finding an anhysteretic curve: draw a line (AB) that
intersect the forward and reverse M-H curves; the midpoint of the line AB is a point on
the anhysteretic curve. Repeat the process to find other points on the anhysteretic curve.
(b) shows the magnetic work needed to magnetize the sample, which is the area under the
anhysteretic curve.
magnetization process [Carr, 1969, p. 53], the difference between the work needed to
magnetized the sample in-plane and out-of-plane is a measure of Keff.
Figure 5.8 is a plot the thickness-weighed effective magnetic anisotropy energy
(Kefft) versus the nickel film thickness. The results from the M-H loop and torque
methods are shown. Their values are tabulated in table 5.2. The torque method
will be discussed in the next section. The two results agree with each other within
the experimental error. The VSM result suggests that the window of perpendicular
magnetization spans from 15 to about 140A. The exact energy terms in the effective
anisotropy will be discussed in the next chapter.
There are many disadvantages with the M-H loops method of finding Keff. One
is due to the complication of the hysteretic nature of M-H loops. By using the
anhysteretic curve, we have ignored the nonequilibrium behavior of the M-H loop
with a reversible constitutive relation [Bertotti, 1998, p. 115]. Another disadvantage
is that only one data point is obtained for each set (in-plane and out-of-plane) of M-H
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Figure 5.8: Thickness-weighed magnetic anisotropy energy of
Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films is plotted with the nickel film thickness.
The second-order angular coefficients is found using the torque method and M-H loops
from VSM. The fourth-order angular coefficient is found using the torque method. The
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Table 5.2: Values of the thickness-weighed effective magnetic anisotropy of
Cu(5oA)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(o01) films as a function of the nickel film thickness are
tabulated. Both the second- and fourth- order angular coefficients are shown. The 2220A
film is the only film that has no copper cap layer.
t Ni [A] Kf [106 %] Kef[106%] Kft [erg] Kft [ g ]
VSM Torque Torque VSM Torque Torque
17 0.27 0.586 -0.12 0.046 0.10 -0.02
30 1.02 1.00 -0.53 0.306 0.30 -0.16
50 1.05 0.976 -0.53 0.527 0.49 -0.26
60 0.92 0.850 -0.48 0.552 0.51 -0.29
70 0.67 0.620 -0.24 0.469 0.43 -0.17
80 0.64 0.550 -0.25 0.512 0.44 -0.20
100 0.51 0.485 -0.22 0.510 0.48 -0.22
120 0.25 0.266 -0.16 0.300 0.32 -0.20
150 -0.07 -0.042 -0.11 -0.105 -0.06 -0.17
2220* -1.090 -0.45 -24.20 -10.03
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loops. In contrast, the torque method determines the magnetic anisotropy by taking
many data points for each measurement.
5.2 Torque Magnetometer
Torque magnetometer is the most accurate means for measuring magnetic anisotropy
[Chikazumi, 1997, p. 256]. The method is based on the following principle: Because
it takes energy to rotate the magnetization from an easy axis by an external field,
there is a tendency for the sample to rotate in such a way that the easy axis is aligned
with the external field. The torque that the sample experiences is a measure of its
magnetic anisotropy. A torque magnetometer measures the torque as a function of
the angle of rotation from an easy direction.
A DMS (Digital Measurement System) torque magnetometer was used for the
present work. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in figure 5.9. The sample
was rotated in a uniform magnetic field about the [010] crystallographic direction (see
figure 5.9). A 1.3 Tesla field was used to ensure that the sample was fully saturated.
The nickel (001) planes were first aligned parallel to the external magnetic field. The
torque was measured for the sample in various orientation relative to the field.
The interpretation of the torque data depend on the free energy expression that
is used in the analyses. Because the nickel is tetragonally distorted, the following free
energy density is used [O'Handley et. al., 1993]:
F = -K fcos 2o + Keffsin28cos 2o (5.2)
where 6 is the angle between the magnetization and the film normal. Kjf is the
coefficient of the second-order angular term, which includes the N6el interface, mag-
netostatic, and magnetoelastic (both first- and second- order in strain) anisotropy
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Figure 5.9: A schematic diagram of the torque magnetometer. a) a side view; b) a top
view. [001] and [100] are the crystallographic directions of the nickel layer.
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energies. Klf is the coefficient of the fourth-order angular term of the anisotropy.
Note that if Kjf is positive, the second-order term favors out-of-plane. If Kef is
negative, the fourth-order term favors magnetization at a 450 from the film plane. In
writing Eq. 5.2, we have assumed the magnetic moment has no component in the
[010] direction, as it is the case here.
The torque on the sample per unit volume can then be found as follows [Cullity,
1972, p. 216; Chikazumi, 1997, p. 258]:
d F K'___L- --- -K sin20 -9 sin49. (5.3)d9
Eq. 5.3 will be used to analyze the torque data which are now presented.
5.2.1 Experimental Results
Figure 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 are the torque curves for the nickel films. The angles at
zero torque correspond to the easy or hard axes of magnetization. The peaks in the
torque curves correspond to the inflection points in the anisotropy energy. Note that
all the torque curves start at 9 = 90*. This is a consequence of the fact that the
measurements started with the nickel film planes parallel to the external field.
Observe that for the nickel films that are less than 150A, the torque becomes
negative as 0 passes 90*, and it decreases with a small increase in 9. This behavior is
expected from a film that exhibits perpendicular magnetization; any small deviation
from the normal direction would result in a torque that tends to restore the alignment
of the magnetization to be in the film normal direction. On the other hand, the torque
is negative for 9 = 90* in the 2220A film, and it decreases with a small increase in 9.
This behavior is a signature of a sample that favors an in-plane magnetization.
The experimental data are fitted with the following expression:
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Figure 5.10: Torque density of Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(OOl) films (tNi = 17A,
30A, 50A, and 60A) are plotted as a function of the angle between the magnetization and
the films normal. The triangles and diamonds represent the experimental data points for
the clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations, respectively. The solid lines are the fitting
curves.
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Figure 5.11: Torque density of Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2ooA)/Sioo1) films (tNi = 70A,
80A, 100A, and 120A) are plotted as a function of the angle between the magnetization and
the films normal. The triangles and diamonds represent the experimental data points for
the clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations, respectively. The solid lines are the fitting
curves.
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Figure 5.12: Torque density of Cu(50A)/Ni(150A)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) and
Ni(2220A)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films are plotted as a function of the angle between
the magnetization and the films normal. The triangles and diamonds represent the
experimental data points for the clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations, respectively.
The solid lines are the fitting curves.
L = -K2 sin20 - K sin40 + Kiffsin60 + K8 sin80. (5.4)
The higher order terms are included to assess their contributions to the anisotropy.
Their coefficients are found to be about one order of magnitude smaller than Kjf
and Klf in all of our samples (except the 17A film in which experimental error could
be the factor for the reading).
The results of the fitting are tabulated in table 5.2. The second- and fourth-
order thickness-weighed effective anisotropy terms are also plotted in figure 5.13. The
results from Bochi et. al. [1995] and Jungblut et. al. [1994] are also included for
comparison.
The three sets of effective anisotropy data describe essentially the same effect:
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Figure 5.13: Thickness-weighed magnetic anisotropy energy of Cu/Ni/Cu films is plotted
with the nickel film thickness. The torque data are experimental data from the torque
magnetometer. The diamonds are the data estimated from Jungblut et. al. [1994]. The
triangles are the data estimated from Bochi's Ph. D. thesis [1995].
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the thickness-weighed effective anisotropy, K is positive over a remarkably broad
nickel thickness range. Further, there is a tendency for the magnetization to go back
in-plane as the nickel film thickness decreases. However, the width and peak in each
anisotropy curve are slightly different among the three sets of data. This may be due
to the differences in sample preparations, and thus may result in differences in the
strain state in the nickel layers.
5.2.2 Single-Domain Spin Phase Diagram
With only the second-order angular term in the magnetic anisotropy, the magnetiza-
tion can point either in-plane or out-of-plane in a single-domain system (that is, the
magnetization is uniform throughout the sample). The addition of the fourth-order
angular term introduces many more possible single-domain equilibrium states, which
are determined by the relative magnitudes and signs of the coefficients (Kef and
Figure 5.14 shows the single-domain spin phase diagram of a system that has
fourth-order magnetic anisotropy. The phase diagram is a graph showing the different
magnetic states in the space spanned by Klf and Klf. The boundaries of the
different magnetic "phases" are determined either by the condition that -1 < cos29 <
1, or that the second derivative of the free energy with respect to 9 must be positive
(namely, the extremum is a minimum). The global stability of a critical angle 0 (at
which the magnetization is at least locally stable) can be determined by graphically
as shown in figure 5.15.
The experimental data are also plotted on the phase diagram (figure 5.14). Note
that the anisotropies of all the nickel films that are less than 150A fall in region I.
Thus, their equilibrium direction of magnetization is out of the film plane in agreement
with the VSM results. The anisotropy of the 150A nickel film is in region II which
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Figure 5.15: Simulations of a free energy (solid lines) and its torque curve (dash lines) for
each of the five regions of the single-domain spin phase diagram. The angle 0 is measured
with respect to the film normal. All the free energy curves are displaced vertically by
arbitrary amounts. The torque curves are amplified by an arbitrary factor for visibility
reason. Region I: the equilibrium magnetization is out-of-plane. Region II: the equilibrium
magnetization is canted at an angle with respect to the film normal. Region III: the
equilibrium magnetization is in-plane. Region IV: the equilibrium magnetization can be
in-plane or out-of-plane. The out-of-plane state is metastable. Region V: the equilibrium
magnetization can be in-plane or out-of-plane. The in-plane state is metastable.
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Figure 5.16: The free energy (solid line) and torque curve (dash line) of the
Cu(50A)/Ni(150A)/Cu(2000A)/i(o1) film are shown. The free energy curve is shifted by
an arbitrary constant. The torque curve is amplified by a factor of ten for visibility reason.
suggests that its direction of the magnetization is canted at an angle with respect to
the film normal. The value of the angle (0e) is calculated to be 56* from the film
normal using the following formula:
cos(20eq) =- K (5.5)
The free energy and torque of the 150A film are also shown in figure 5.16. The free
energy is lowest for Oeq = 56* in agreement with the calculation.
The evolution of the anisotropy with nickel film thickness is clear from the torque
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data. For the thinner nickel film, the direction of magnetization is dominated by
the second-order angular term which favors perpendicular magnetization. As the
nickel film approaches 150A thick, the second-order term becomes negligible, and the
presence of the-order angular term (which favors a canting magnetization state) is
more felt. The anisotropy of the 2220k film stay well inside region III due to the
strongly negative value of Kiff.
The canting state of the magnetization has been reported by Farle et. al. [1997]
in a 6.7 monolayer Ni(001)/Cu(001) film using ferromagnetic resonance technique.
Stamps et. al. [1997] has also reported the existence of canting states in epitaxial
Co/Pt multilayers.
5.3 Summary
Both the VSM and torque data show that the easy magnetization axis of the nickel is
out of the plane over a wide range of nickel film thickness. The effective fourth order
angular anisotropy term (Kiff) is also determined. The torque analysis suggests that
the magnetization of the 150A nickel film is canted at about 560 away from the film
normal.
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Chapter 6
Anisotropy Analyses by Spin-Pair
Model
In this chapter, the magnetic anisotropy of the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) system is analyzed
using the spin-pair model developed in chapter 2. The structural and magnetic in-
formation presented in chapter 3, 4, and 5 are used for a quantitative assessment of
individual energy contribution to the total magnetic anisotropy. Only the second-
order angular effective anisotropy (K~ff) is examined for this thesis work.
6.1 Effective Magnetic Anisotropy
The effective magnetic anisotropy has been defined by Eq. 5.1 which says that it
is the difference in the free energy when the magnetization is in-plane and out-of-
plane. The free energy of the system is modeled to consist of the intrinsic magnetic
anisotropy energy (Eq. 2.22) and magnetostatic energy. For all practical purposes, we
can assume the magnetostatic energy to be zero when the magnetization is in-plane
and is 27rM. when the magnetization is out-of-plane. Thus,
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K2ff = Efilm(al = 1) - Efilm(a 3 = 1) - 2iirM2 (6.1)
Using Eq. 2.22, the thickness-weighed effective magnetic anisotropy can be written
as follows:
K fft = -(Keff + D,.*f + 2irM.)t
= 2(KN + Breo + A' e2) - (Br. + A,.eo)eot - 2irMft (6.2)
Note that in writing the above equation for the effective anisotropy, we have kept
only the residual strain terms. The reason is that the magnetostrictive strains (10-5)
are typically orders of magnitude smaller than the residual strains (which can be as
large as 2.6%, as discussed in chapter 3).
Eq. 6.2 can be used to analyze the experimental data obtained by M-H loops or
torque curves. The study will give quantitative information about the contribution
of each energy term to the total anisotropy.
6.2 First-Order Spin-Pair Model
It is instructive to see how much the SP model can explain the magnetic anisotropy
of the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films with only the first-order ME terms. Without the second-
order terms, the effective anisotropy (Eq. 6.2) simplifies to
Kefft = 2(KN + Br8 eo) - Br8eot - 2irM.t (6.3)
One good thing about the first-order theory is that all the linear ME coefficients
(including the nickel/vacuum N6el interface term) can be calculated from the two
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Table 6.1: Linear coefficients are calculated using the first-order SP model. The input
parameters for the model are: B, = 6.2 x 10 7 ergs/cm3 , B 2 = 8.6 x 107 ergs/cm 3, ao =
3.5241A, and 2c12 /cn = 1.28.
107 ergs/cm3  ergs/cm2
pL(o) p B,. B' B 2  B' B', BI B', K,d2=) dr V2 8 11 12 13 21 2
2.02 0.250 -14.14 0.36 0.55 0.17 0.36 0.20 -1.22 0.18
known bulk values (B 1 and B 2) using the relations tabulated in table 2.1. The results
are summarized in table 6.1.
Figure 6.1 shows a graph of the Keft curve predicted by the first-order magne-
toelastic model. Three sets of experimental data are also shown for comparisons. The
in-plane residual strain eo is approximated by the power law expression
eo = 77(27/t) 2/3  (6.4)
as discussed in chapter 4. The Neel interface term is assumed to be close to that of
a nickel/vacuum interface; that is, KN e KA. The magnetostatic energy is taken to
be 1.5 x 106 ergs/cm3 , which is the bulk value for nickel at room temperature.
It is worth to emphasize that there are no fitting parameters in the first-order
model. All the values are calculated using the two well-known bulk magnetoelastic
constants of nickel, namely B1 and B2 .
As expected, the first-order model gives better prediction for the thicker films.
There, the nickel layers are less strained. For the thinner films, higher order strain
effects become more important. Thus, larger deviation from the experimental curve
is expected. The peak in the first-order curve occurs at the critical thickness t, below
which the nickel is coherent with the copper buffered layer.
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Figure 6.1: Thickness-weighed effective anisotropy of the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films as pre-
dicted by the first-order SP model. Three sets of experimental data are also shown for
comparisons.
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Figure 6.2 shows the contribution of each energy term in percentage to the total
second-order angular magnetic anisotropy. The percentage is calculated by dividing
each energy term to the sum of all the individual energy terms in Kef at their
absolute values. The sign of the contribution is to denote whether the energy term
favors in-plane or out-of-plane magnetization (positive for out-of-plane, and negative
for in-plane).
Both the N6el interface term and first-order bulk ME term favor perpendicular
magnetization. The contribution of the N6el interface term increases with decreasing
film thickness due to the increase in the interface-to-volume ratio. Although the first-
order bulk ME term increases with decreasing film thickness due to the increase in the
strain in the nickel, its contribution decreases in percentage due to the domination of
the N6el interface anisotropy.
The first-order interface ME term and magnetostatic energy favor in-plane magne-
tization. The contribution of the first-order interface ME term increases with decreas-
ing nickel film thickness due to a combination of two factors: the increase in strain
in the nickel film and the increase in the interface-to-volume ratio. The contribution
from the magnetostatic energy decreases with film thickness because of volume effect.
Although the first-order model has some success in predicting the effective mag-
netic anisotropy for the thicker nickel films, it has problems in explaining it for the
thinner nickel films. In particular, the peak in the predicted Kf t curve happens at
the critical thickness t, which is less than 27A (as discussed in chapter 4), whereas
the experimental curve peaks above 60A.
In the Jungblut's picture, the peak in the K f is forced to correspond to the
critical thickness te, which would be at around 80A for the torque data. This con-
clusion is inconsistent with the x-ray diffraction study discussed in chapter 4. By
allowing the second-order ME terms to contribute to the magnetic anisotropy, the
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Figure 6.2: Individual energy contribution to the effective magnetic anisotropy in percent-
age is shown. The percentage is calculated by dividing each energy term to the sum of all
the energy terms in their absolute values. 1st BME = first-order bulk magnetoelastic en-
ergy; 1st IME = first-order interface magnetoelastic energy; MSE = magnetostatic energy;
Neel-Type = Neel energy for nickel/vacuum interface.
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tendency for the magnetization to go in-plane with decreasing nickel film thickness
can be explained without the undesirable consequence in the Jungblut's approach.
6.3 Second-Order Spin-Pair Model
The importance of second-order ME term has been reported by Koch et. al. [1996] in
epitaxial Fe(001) films. It was found that the ME coefficients begin to deviate from
their bulk values for the iron films that have intrinsic stress above 0.1 GPa (which
corresponds to a strain of about 0.1%). The ME coefficient B1 of bulk nickel is about
two times that of bulk iron. Because the nickel films in the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films can
be strained to about 2.6%, there are good reasons to believe that the second-order ME
terms may also become important, particularly as the nickel film thickness decreases.
The effective ME coefficient Bff has been measured directly using the cantilever
technique as a part of this thesis work. A large deviation from the bulk coefficient
B1 was found for the nickel films that are less than 500A thick. The experimental
setup and results will be presented in chapter 7. In this chapter, the ME coefficients
are found using the magnetic anisotropy data with the help of the SP model. The
advantage of this approach is that all the MR coupling coefficients (up to second-order
strain terms) can be found, some of which would be difficult to measure by the direct
method. The results of the two approaches will be compared in chapter 7.
Unlike the first-order model, there are two adjustable parameters (KN and A 1)
in the second-order SP model. The variation in KN is an attempt to capture the
copper/nickel interaction at the interfaces. The adjustment in All captures the ME
non-linear feature in the magnetic anisotropy. It is interesting to note that the change
in the KN parameter affects Kfft only uniformly, that is, its changes are the same
for all the nickel film thicknesses. The curvature of Kfft comes strictly from varying
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Table 6.2: Second-order bulk ME coefficients are determined using the second-order SP
model. The input parameters for the model are: B1 = 6.2 x 10 7 ergs/cm 3, B2 = 8.6 x
107 ergs/cm3, ao = 3.5241A, and 2c12/c1 = 1.28. The two fitting parameters are All and
KN-
1010 x ergs/cm 3
dfL(-')A a 0 Ab Ab Ab
p A 1 A12 A3 A1 A2 rA
-2.18 -1.09 0.15 -1.24 -4.36 0.61 1.07
the A 1 parameter.
Eq. 6.2 is used to fit the anisotropy data. All the linear terms stay the same as
they are in the linear model. The coefficients A' and A b axe expressible in term of
Al using the relations from table 2.1. Again, the power law (Eq. 6.4) is used to model
the in-plane residual strain of the nickel layer. Because the saturation magnetization
decreases with nickel film thickness (particularly for the nickel films that are less
than 50A, as shown in chapter 5), the magnetostatic energy (which is 27rM2 for thin
films) is adjusted by assuming there are two magnetically dead monolayers at each
copper/nickel interface. The results of the fitting are tabulated in table 6.2 and 6.3.
The fitting curve is shown in figure 6.3 along with the three sets of experimental data.
Figure 6.4 shows the contribution of each energy term in percentage to the total
second-order angular anisotropy energy. The percentage is calculated by dividing
each energy term to the sum of all the individual terms in Kjf at their absolute
values. The positive or negative sign is to denote whether the energy term favors
in-plane or out-of-plane magnetization, respectively.
The new terms in the second-order model are KN and all the second-order ME
terms. All the linear ME terms have the same numerical values as they are in the
linear model, but their contributions in percentage to the total anisotropy are weighed
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Figure 6.3: Thickness-weighed effective anisotropy of the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films as fit-
ted by the second-order SP model. Three sets of experimental data are also shown for
comparisons.
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Figure 6.4: Individual energy contribution to the effective magnetic anisotropy in percent-
age is shown. The percentage is calculated by dividing each energy term to the sum of all
the energy terms in their absolute values. 1st BME = first-order bulk magnetoelastic en-
ergy; 2nd BME = second-order bulk magnetoelastic energy; 1st IME = first-order interface
magnetoelastic energy; 2nd IME = second-order interface magnetoelastic energy; MSE =
magnetostatic energy; Neel-Type = Neel energy for copper/nickel interface.
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Table 6.3: N el interface term and second-order interface ME coefficients are determined
using the second-order SP model. The input parameters for the model are: B, = 6.2 X 107
ergs/cm3 , B2 = 8.6 x 10 7 ergs/cm3 , ao = 3.5241A, and 2c1 2/cu = 1.28. The two fitting
parameters are A', and KN-
ergs/cm 2
KN A, 2  A
0.71 13.44 -13.44 26.89 -1.88
differently due to the introduction of the new terms in the anisotropy expression.
Note that KN z 4KI . This means that the magnetization of the nickel at a Cu/Ni
interface is more inclined to point out of plane of the film than that at a vacuum/Ni
interface. For the 30K nickel film, the Neel interface energy makes up about 30% of
the total anisotropy energy.
The second-order ME term favors in-plane magnetization. Its contribution is
particularly important for the thinner nickel films. There, the nickel layers are most
strained. For the 30A nickel film, the second-order ME energy makes up about 40%
of the total anisotropy energy.
Note that the first-order ME anisotropy favors out-of-plane magnetization whereas
the second-order ME anisotropy favors in-plane. Both contributions are negligible to
the overall anisotropy of the system.
The effective bulk and interface ME coupling coefficients are plotted as functions
of in-plane strain as shown in figure 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. Observe that D 2
changes sign at about 0.3% strain. Db1 also changes sign at a strain of about 0.5%.
The only interface ME term changes sign is D, , which happens at a strain of 1.3%.
It is worth mentioning that the ME coefficients of the nickel films are general
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Figure 6.5: Effective bulk ME coupling coefficients of tetragonally distorted (001) nickel
are plotted as a function of in-plane strain. They are linear because we are using only
second-order ME model.
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in that their values are valid for nickel films that have different orientations and
interfaces. If the strain state of a nickel film is known, all of its ME coefficients can
be calculated using the numbers that are tabulated in tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.
6.4 Summary
All the first-order ME coefficients are calculated using the first-order SP model with
two well-known input parameters: B, and B2. All the second-order ME coefficients
are found by fitting the effective anisotropy data. These ME coefficients are general
in that they can be used to any nickel films of different orientation and interfaces.
The two major findings from the second-order SP model in its application to the
Cu/Ni/Cu(001) films are: i) KN is positive and thus favors out-of-plane magnetiza-
tion; ii) the second-order bulk ME term is the major driving force for the in-plane
reorientation of the magnetization as the nickel film thickness decreases.
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Direct Evidence
A cantilever beam magnetostrictometer(CBM) has been used to measure one of the
effective ME coefficient (B'ff). As far as we know, this is the first direct measurement
of the ME coefficient in the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) system. The result provides a direct
confirmation on some of the predictions by the SP model discussed in chapter 6. The
experimental setup and results are presented in this chapter.
The general idea of the cantilever beam technique is the following: a film is first
cut to have the shape of a cantilever. One end of the cantilever is clamped, and the
other is free to deflect in the presence of an applied magnetic field. The direction and
magnitude of the deflection are related to the magnetostrictive stresses in the film
(see figure 7.1). The equation that relates an uniaxial stress in the beam direction
and beam deflection is
011 - tL2 DI, (7.1)I3 tfL
where al is the stress along the beam direction, E, is the Young modulus of the
substrate, t. the substrate thickness, tf the film thickness, L the distance from the
clamped end to the capacitive plates, and DL is the deflection of the beam at the
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Figure 7.1: An illustration of the relation between a film stress along the beam direction
to beam deflection. a) zero stress; b) tensile stress; c) compressive stress.
distance L away from the clamped end. The derivation of Eq. 7.1 has been shown by
many authors [Campbell, 1970, p. 12-25; Klokholn, 1976; de Lacheisserie and Puezin,
1994; Marcus, 1997]. Note that if the stress is not uniaxial, a slight modification of
the equation is needed, as it will be discussed later.
There are many ways of measuring the deflection of the cantilever. Klokholm
[1976] measured it by detecting a shift in the resonance frequency of a RLC circuit.
The cantilever beam functioned as one of the two capacitor plates of the circuit. Tam
and Schroeder [1989] measured it by detecting a reflected laser beam incident on
the sample with a position-sensitive sensor array. The method was made sensitive
with the use of a phase-sensitive lock-in amplifier. Koch et. al. measured it by
a differential capacitance method in combination with a phase-sensitive detection.
Their apparatus was UHV-compatible. Rengarajan et. al. [1995] used a highly
sensitive optical interferometer to measure the beam deflection. The resolution of
that setup was reported to be about 0.01A.
A cantilever beam magnetostrictometer(CBM) similar to the one used by Koch et.
al. [1990] has been built. One difference between the two designs is the incorporation
of a piezoelectric transducer (or piezo for short) in our setup. The piezo is used to
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calibrate the beam deflection as opposed to calibrating it by hanging a known weight
onto the beam at a fixed position, as was done by Koch et. al. [1990]. The advantages
of using a piezo will be discussed later in the chapter.
7.1 Experimental Setup
Figure 7.2 shows the components of the CBM. The cantilever (usually of dimension
3cm x 0.5cm) is clamped on one end. The free end is positioned between two capacitor
plates whose gap size is 0.12 cm. Each plate is driven by a 3 KHz sinusoidal voltage
source that is 180* out of phase from the other (see figure 7.3). The cantilever beam
acts like a probe that reads the potential between the two capacitor plates.
The voltage of the cantilever (the output voltage) is detected by a lock-in amplifier
(see figure 7.3). To maximize the fraction of the change in the output signal, it is
necessary to null the circuit (namely, to minimize the output voltage) before the start
of each measurement. The nulling is accomplished by attenuating the amplitude of
one of the driving voltages as shown in figure 7.3.
The calibration of the output voltage to the beam deflection is accomplished with
the help of a piezo (made by Physik Instrumente) as shown in figure 7.2.1 Because
the two capacitor plates are rigidly attached to the piezo, their displacement would
result in an equivalent movement of the beam in the opposite direction. Figure 7.4
shows an example of a calibration curve (which is a plot of the output voltage as a
function of the piezo displacement). The piezo is expanded from 0.6 to 1.5 pm. Note
that the output voltage varies linearly over a remarkably wide range of the beam
displacement which is large in comparison to the deflection due to magnetostrictive
'The piezo was calibrated in the factory by Physik Instrumente. A strain-gage sensor (which
comes with the piezo stack) was used to provide a feedback loop to monitor the linearity in the piezo
expansion with an applied ramp voltage.
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Figure 7.2: Component drawing of the cantilever beam magnetostrictor. a) before the
components are assembled; b) after the components are assembled. A cap (made out of
aluminum; not drawn) is used to seal the system from the surrounding electronic noise and
to keep the temperature of the system stable within the measurement time (The figures
are drawn by Andrew Gallant from the MIT Central Machine Shop).
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Figure 7.3: A schematic of the electrical circuit for the cantilever beam magnetostrictor.
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Figure 7.4: The graph of a typical calibration curve obtained before the magnetostrictive
stress curve is measured. The triangles are the experimental data. The solid line is a
least-square fit.
stress. Thus, linearity in the output voltage as a function of beam deflection due to
magnetostrictive stresses can be safely assumed.
A calibration curve is generated for each measurement. This way of calibrating
the output voltage has many advantages over that of using a known standard. The
uncertainty resulting from the differences in dimensions between the sample and the
known standard is eliminated. It also eliminates the error due to the differences in
the placement of the sample and the known standard in the CBM. Further, it also
has advantages over the calibration method by hanging a known weight onto the
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cantilever. For one thing, the piezo gives a finer control over beam displacement.
7.2 Measurement Procedure
Magnetostrictive stress along [#, #2, /3] direction - denoted as a(,31,02,03) - is
related to the ME coefficients by the following equation:
o()31, /32, 03) = -32[Bff(a - ) + B ff (a 2 _)]3 3
-..Y22[Bff(a2 - I) + Beff (a2f - )]-a 2 [Befh~ 21)
-Beff [/31,8 2ala2] - Bff [/ 2 /33a2 a3 + 3103,a 3 a1] (7.2)
where a1 , a 2, and a3 are the direction cosines of the magnetization. The derivation
of Eq. 7.2 is shown in appendix E. Note that the stress along any arbitrary direction
of the beam is not zero and it changes with the direction of the magnetization. Thus,
magnetostrictive stresses are not uniaxial. The deflection of the beam can be due to
the stress component along the beam direction as well as the stress component normal
(but still in-plane) to the beam direction due to the Poisson effect. The out-of-plane
stress component does not affect the deflection of the beam because the film is free
to expand in the out-of-plane direction.
In the cantilever setup, only the stress along the beam direction is measured. The
stress depends on the direction of the magnetization. The cantilever is cut along the
nickel [100] crystallographic direction with [001] pointing out of the plane of the film.
Thus, the effective stress along the beam direction when the magnetization is in-plane
is
o0II = i1(1, 0,0) + 'a 11(0, 1, 0).
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where v, is the Poisson ratio of substrate. The second term in the above equation is
the contribution from the stress perpendicular to the beam direction via the Poisson
effect. Similarly, when the magnetization is out-of-plane, the stress component along
the beam direction is
a-= oi-(1,0,0) + vsu-(0, 1,0). (7.4)
Using Eq. 7.2, the difference in the effective stresses along the beam direction
becomes
a1ll - 0-1 = Be!! + vB ff (7.5)
Eq. 7.1 can then be used to relate the ME coefficients to the beam deflections:
ef 1 Est 2Be+ vB = a (D± - D11) (7.6)
where D' and D11 are the deflection of the cantilever at a distance L from the clamped
end with the magnetization points in the [0,0,1] (namely, out-of-plane) and [1,0,0]
(namely, in-plane) directions, respectively.
Since the Poisson ratio of the silicon substrate is small in this particular geometry
(v8 = 0.064 [Brantley, 1973]), the contribution from the B'ff coefficient (namely, the
second term in Eq. 7.6) can be neglected. Thus,
1 E t2
B tL 2 (Di - D11) (7.7)
There is a fundamental problem in measuring the deflection when the magnetiza-
tion is out-of-plane using the cantilever beam method. The attraction of the nickel
moment to the external field can result in bending the substrate much more strongly
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than that due to the magnetostrictive stresses. However, for films that show perpen-
dicular magnetization (namely, the nickel films that are less than 100A thick), Beff
can be obtained by simply measuring the change in the beam deflection from the [100]
saturation state to a demagnetized state. The reason is the following: because the
easy axis of magnetization is out-of-plane, the perpendicular magnetization process is
achieved by domain wall motion which does not give rise to magnetostrictive stresses.
In these cases,
B -ff = E3t (Ddemag - D1) (7.8)1 tf L2  LL
where Ddemag is the beam deflection at a demagnetized state. We will use this
procedure to determine B ff for all the nickel films. For films that show in-plane
magnetization (namely, the nickel films that are thicker than 150A), the values for
B ff tend to be underestimated because the magnetostrictive stresses due to the
rotation of the magnetization to out-of-plane have not been accounted for in the
procedure.
7.3 Experimental Results
Figure 7.5 and 7.6 show the magnetostrictive stress curves (plots of magnetostric-
tive stresses with applied magnetic fields along the cantilever beam direction) of the
Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films. The beam deflections are also shown in
the graphs. The magnetostrictive stress is calculated using Eq. 7.1 with E, = 1.69
x 1012 dynes/cm 2 [Brantley, 1973). Observe that for all the nickel films that are less
than 5ooA thick, the magnetostrictive stresses become more tensile with increasing
magnetic field. Thus, they are positive magnetostrictive materials. The 2000A film
(which is a relatively thick film) exhibits a negative magnetostrictive behavior which
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Table 7.1: A summary of the values of B'ff as a function of the nickel film thickness
and its in-plane strain.
tNi [A] Strain B %]
30 2.26 -1.2 x 109
60 1.81 -5.5 x 108
80 1.29 -1.8 x 108
120 1.09 -1.2 x 108
150 0.90 -4.5 x 107
500 0.68 -1.0 x 10 7
2000 0.32 5.2 x 107
is consistent with a bulk nickel. The magnetostrictive stress curve for the 150A film
shows some interesting behavior; the stress becomes more compressive beyond 1300
Oe field. The cause of this abnormal data is still under investigation.
B ff is estimated by taking the difference in the magnetostrictive stresses at zero
field and at the saturation field or the highest field that can be achieved with our
electromagnetic (which is about 5000 Oe). For the 2000A film, it is estimated to be
5.2 x 10 7 ergs/cm2 , which is slightly smaller than the bulk value B1 (which is 6.2 x
107 ergs/cm 2 ).
Figure 7.7 shows B'ff as a function of nickel film thickness. The values are also
tabulated in table 7.1. It is clear from the graph that there is a transition from bulk-
like negative to positive magnetostriction with decreasing nickel film thickness. The
plot shows that the transition occurs near 600A of nickel.
It is believed that the changes in B'ff are due to the large residual strain in
the nickel layer. Thus, it is natural to plot it as a function of the in-plane residual
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Figure 7.5: Magnetostrictive stresses of Cu(50A)/Ni(tNi)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films (tNi
= 30A, 50A, 6oA, and 100A) are plotted as functions of applied field along the nickel [100]
crystallographic direction. The cantilever beam is cut also in the nickel [100] crystallo-
graphic direction. The 5wA nickel film is from a different batch from all the others. It was
grown on a flexible Si(001) substrate (whose thickness is about 200pm). All the others are
grown on regular Si(001) substrate (whose thickness is about 350p4m.
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of the nickel film thickness.
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strain, as shown in figure 7.8. Note that the transition from negative to positive
magnetostriction occurs at a strain of 0.5%.
Figure 7.8 also shows the B'ff predicted by the second-order SP model. The two
results are in good agreement up to a strain of about 1%. A considerable deviation
from the second-order SP prediction is observed. The origin of the "nonlinearity" is
possibly due to a third-order ME effect.
7.4 Summary
The ME coefficient B'ff of the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) system has been measured. It is
found that the coefficient changes significantly with film thickness and in-plane strain
of the nickel layer. For nickel films that are less than 5ooA thick, Bff changes sign
from their bulk value. At 30A, it is about -20 times the bulk value. The prediction
of the second-order SP model agree well with the measurement if the in-plane strain
is less than 1%.
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Chapter 8
Discussion
The Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) system has been a model system for the study of magne-
toelastic interactions in thin films. The easy axis of magnetization is significantly
influenced by the residual strain in the nickel layer. The wide thickness range over
which perpendicular magnetization is observed offers an unique opportunity to in-
vestigate the effect of the magnetoelastic couplings in some detail. The misfit strain
between the nickel and copper is 2.6%, not too large to prohibit epitaxial growth, but
large enough that non-linear ME effect can become important. The analysis of the
SP model has led to the conclusion that the bulk ME contribution (the sum of first-
and second- order bulk ME terms) is more than 50% of the total anisotropy for film
thicknesses between 30k to 150A (see figure 6.4).
One major problem in the Jungblut and Bochi models is the neglect of higher order
ME terms. Both models explain the out-of-plane easy axis in term of the negative
magnetostrictive property of bulk nickel. But our analysis of the magnetic anisotropy
and the direct measurement of B'ff show that for nickel films that are less than
500A thick, the magnetostriction is positive along the nickel crystallographic [100]
direction (see figure 7.8). The transition from negative to positive magnetostriction
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with decreasing nickel film thickness is due to the increasing importance of the second-
order ME term as shown in figure 6.4.
A crucial step in analyzing the magnetic anisotropy is in writing a free energy
expression for the system. The equation is used to fit experimental data or data
calculated from first principles. The outcome of the analysis depends on what terms
are included in the free energy expression. The credibility of the analysis cannot
and should not be granted just because the equation fits the data nicely, but be-
cause the results are reasonable and are in good agreement with other independent
measurements.
In the Jungblut model, the free energy was composed of magnetostatic energy,
a first-order bulk ME term, and the Neel interface term. The magnetostatic energy
favors in-plane magnetization due to the large aspect ratio between the in-plane
and out-of-plane physical dimensions. The first-order ME term favors out-of-plane
magnetization due to the in-plane biaxial tensile strain in the nickel layer. Thus, in
order to explain the effective magnetic anisotropy that shows an upside-down v-shape
behavior (figure 6.3), it is necessary (for the Jungblut model) to attribute the tendency
for the in-plane magnetization with decreasing nickel film thickness to an assumed
negative N6el interface term. But the model has a highly undesirable consequence: the
peak in the anisotropy must correspond to the coherent/incoherent critical thickness
tc in Ni/Cu(001) films. For the Jungblut films, the effective anisotropy peaks at about
45A. For the Bochi and our films, the peaks occur at around 80A. But tc has been
determined to be about 15A for Ni/Cu(001) films by Matthews and Crawford [1970]
and by Inglefield et. al. [1994] using transmission electron microscopy. Also, our
x-ray diffraction study shows that te should occur below 30A. Thus, there is a large
discrepancy between the two critical thicknesses which cannot be reconciled within
the experimental errors of the measurements. Because this correspondence of the two
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critical thicknesses is a necessary condition in the Jungblut model, the model cannot
be right.
In the Bochi model, an interface ME term (B,) is added to the energy expression.
This added term avoids the problem in the Jungblut model, namely the irreconcilable
difference between the nickel film thickness at which the effective anisotropy peaks
and t,. However, it has its own set of problems. For example, B, is estimated to
be about -52 ergs/cm2 [Bochi et. al., 1996]. This value of B, is inconsistent with
the SP model result, namely that the contribution from all interface ME terms (both
first- and second- order) are negligible for nickel films that are greater than 30A (see
figure 6.4). Lastly, the Bochi model predicts the nickel film should become positive
magnetostrictive above 80A [Bochi et. al., 1996, p. 124]. The cantilever beam
measurement shows that the nickel film remains positive magnetostrictive along the
crystallographic [1001 direction up to at least 500A (see figure 7.7). Since the change
in sign in B'ff from its bulk value cannot due to interfacial effect in a 500A nickel
film, the Bochi model cannot be right either.
Our analysis of the anisotropy also involves writing an energy expression. One
major difference is that all the allowable ME terms for a tetragonally distorted system
are included in our fitting. No assumption is made a priori on some selected ME
terms being more important than the others. Of course, the method hinges on the
validity of the SP approach which seems to have much success in its applications to
transition metals (see the discussion section in chapter 2).
The direct measurement of B1(1 (using the cantilever beam technique) gives some
credibility to our SP model analysis. The model predicts a change in sign in B ff
at about 0.6% in-plane strain in good agreement with the direct measurement (see
figure 7.8). The deviation of the SP model prediction from the direct measurement
result above 1% in-plane strain may be due to third-order ME effect.
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The two approaches in estimating the strength of the ME coupling coefficients
complements each other. The advantage of the SP method is that all the coupling
coefficients can be determined as opposed to only a few using the cantilever beam
method. The coefficients that couple the magnetization with the out-of-plane strain
component or the shear strains cannot be measured directly by the cantilever tech-
nique. But the advantage of the direct measurement is that the result is more credible:
there is little theory that goes into the measurement except the theoretical framework
that is needed to describe the parameters to be determined.
It is useful to write effective ME coefficients in the bulk reference state rather than
in the film reference state (see appendix B). Otherwise, the reported ME coefficients
would just be those for that particular film and thus have little practical value. The
advantage of using the bulk reference state can be seen by comparing two figures
in chapter 7. Figure 7.7 expresses the measured Bff in the film reference state
by plotting it as a function of the nickel film thickness. Although the graph shows
that the nickel film changes from being negative to positive magnetostrictive along
the crystallographic [100] direction with decreasing film thickness, the value for B'ff
cannot be applied for another Ni(001) film that is also under a biaxial tension. On
the other hand, figure 7.8 expresses B'ff in the bulk reference state by plotting it as
a function of the in-plane strain measured from the bulk lattice. If the strain state
of another Ni(001) film is known, the corresponding B'ff can be found by graphical
means (with the help of figure 7.8) or can be calculated directly from its definition.
Lastly, it is worth discussing the sign of the Neel interface term which has been
at the center of the controversy. The Jungblut model says that KN must be negative
and thus favors in-plane magnetization. The Bochi model says that it is positive and
thus favors out-of-plane magnetization. Again, the different conclusion reflects the
difference in the energy expressions used in writing the anisotropy. Our SP model
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analysis shows that KN is positive. The reason is clear: since both the strain-induced
anisotropy and magnetostatic energy favors in-plane magnetization for nickel film
that are less than 500A thick, the only energy term that can be responsible for the
out-of-plane magnetization for the thin nickel films (20oA tNi 5 120A) is the N6el
interface term. But this is still not a direct evidence of it. Ideas as to how KN can
be determined directly will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9
Suggestions for Future Work
Much work can still be done to deepen our understanding of the magnetoelastic
couplings in Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films or in thin films in general. We would like to
end this thesis by offering a few suggestions for future work.
The Sign for KN
Although the SP model analysis has conclusively established the magnitude and sign
of KN for a Ni/Cu(001) interface, it is always better to have a more direct mear
surement of it. One way is to take M-H loops of the nickel atoms near Cu/Ni(001)
interface using a grazing-incidence magneto-optical technique. The method should
work the same way as a magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) system except that
the laser beam would intersects the surface of a film at at a small incident angle
with respect to the film surface. The penetration depth of the light can be con-
trolled by changing the incident angle. It would be instructive to do the experiment
for the Cu(50A)/Ni(500A)/Cu(2000A)/i(O1) film. Our VSM and torque measure-
ments have shown that the magnetization is mostly in-plane. If the magnetization of
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the interface atoms is shown to be more out-of-plane, that would constitute a direct
evidence of positive KN, namely it favors out-of-plane magnetization.
Perhaps a more visual way is to image the magnetization of the interface nickel
atoms of the Cu(50A)/Ni(500A)/Cu(20001)/Si(001) film using a SEMPA (secondary
electron microscopy with polarization analysis). Again, if the magnetization of the
interface atoms cants out of the film plane, that would provide a direct evidence of
the positive sign of KN.
Varying the Cap Layer Thickness
The Bason and Ball equilibrium model (see chapter 3) predicts that the nickel layer
would become more tensile as the cap copper layer thickness increases. For exam-
ple, figure 9.1 shows that the strain in a 30A nickel layer can increase from 1% to
about 2.6% as the cap copper layer thickness increases from zero to 500A, and the
corresponding effective anisotropy changes from 1.0 to -0.1 erg/cm2 as predicted by
the second-order SP model. Certainly, the nickel is not expected to follow the equi-
librium behavior due to kinetic reasons, but some change in the strain state of the
nickel is expected. The following crucial experiment can be conducted: A series of
Cu(tc,)/Ni(30k)/Cu(2000A)/Si(001) films are grown with different cap copper layer
thicknesses (20 < tm,, 5 500k). Measure the magnetic anisotropy either by torque or
VSM method. If Keff increases with tm,,, the experiment would support the Jungblut
model. If Kjf decreases with t.,, then the result would support the second-order
SP model.
The nice feature about this experiment is that it isolates the effect of strain from
the N6el interface term: at all times, the Cu/Ni(001) interface would be kept.
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Figure 9.1: The effect of the change in the copper cap layer thickness on the strain of
the nickel layer in Cu(top)/Ni(3A)/Cu(2ooA)/Si(o1) film and the effective magnetic
anisotropy. The nickel strain is calculated using the Bason and Ball model (see chapter 3).
The effective magnetic anisotropy is calculated using the second-order SP model.
SP Model for a fcc(111) Film
Jungblut et. al. had also reported out-of-plane magnetization for Cu/Ni/Cu(111)
films. In this thesis, the second-order SP model has been used to describe the intrinsic
magnetic anisotropy of a tetragonally distorted fcc(001) film. It would be instructive
to apply it to describe a fcc(111) film. The nice thing is that all the ME coefficients
can now be known a priori since d2L/dr2 has been found from the fitting of the
anisotropy of the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films (see table 6.2). Thus, the excercise would
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be a good test for the predictability of the second-order SP model.
Third-Order SP Model
The direct measurement of Blff seems to suggest that the effect of third-order ME
terms can be important in the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) films. It would be interesting to
develope a third-order SP model to describe the magnetic anisotropy of the nickel
film. This excercise would involve carrying the Taylor expansion of the pseudodipolar
coefficient - L(r) - to the third order term.
Appendix A
Form of Film Anisotropy
The intrinsic magnetic anisotropy of a thin film can be viewed as composed of that
of the bulk minus the missing or different bond energy at the two interfaces of the
film. More specifically, suppose the film is a perfect crystal, and Ni is the number of
interface atoms. The total intrinsic magnetic energy of the film can be expressed in
the following way:
Ufilm = Ubulk - (Ni) (Einterface) (A.1)
where Ubul is the total energy assuming all the atoms are fully coordinated as those
inside the film, and Eiterface is the broken bond energy per interface atom of the
crystal. The energy density of the film can be found by simply dividing Eq. A.1 by
the total volume of the film:
Efilm = Elk i - () 'interfae) (A.2)
where A is the area of the film, and t is the film thickness. In fact, Eq. A.2 can be
written more compactly as follows:
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Efilm = Eblk - 2Einterface (A.3)
t
E = Niejnte,-faceEinterface -- A
We can interpret Einerface as the broken bond energy per unit interface area of the
crystal. The factor 2 is there to account for our assumption that the film has two
identical surfaces.
Thus, in this view, the 1/t dependence of the film anisotropy energy is a conse-
quence of geometry. We can know its form a priori. There is no new physics here.
As expected, as the film thickness increases, Efilm approaches Ebulk, as it should.
Eq. A.3 assumes that the einte,face is independent of the film thickness. This may
not be true since interface relaxation can be a function of the film thickness.
Appendix B
Reference State
The idea of strain depends on the reference structure from which the strain is mea-
sured. For example, consider a tetragonally distorted film. The film is said to be
distorted because we are using the perfect cubic reference state to describe the me-
chanical state of the film. If the tetragonal state is used as the reference, the film
could not be said to be distorted.
Thus, to describe thin film magnetic anisotropy, we also need to think about the
reference state that we use to write the anisotropy. There are in principle an infinite
number of reference states that can be used to represent a film anisotropy, but two
of them seem to stand out: one is the film reference state, the other bulk reference
state. In the former representation, the MC energy is the IMAE of the film; the ME
energy is the extra energy needed to account for the magnetostrictive deformation.
In the latter representation, the MC energy is the IMAE of the bulk structure; the
ME energy is then the extra energy needed to deform from the bulk structure. The
deformation can be due to intrinsic stress of the film, or the magnetostrictive stress.
The grievance with using the film reference state is that the reference state changes
with film thickness. This is rather inconvenient because we would either need to have
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a set of MC and ME coupling coefficients for each film thickness, or a mapping that
transforms one set coupling coefficients (described in one reference state) to another
set (described in a different reference state). On the other hand, in the bulk reference
state, the coefficients are independent of film thicknesses. But there is a price to pay
for this convenience. If the misfit strains are to be treated as a perturbation, higher
order terms would need to be included for large strains (> 0.1%).
Appendix C
Bond Direction After Deformation
In this appendix, we would like to find the transformation T that maps a vector from
the undeformed state to the deformed state. The deformation can be described by
the following tensor:
E11 612 613
(cij) = E2 1 622 623 (C.1)
631 632 633
Our approach to finding the transformation comes directly from the physical in-
terpretation of the components of the strain tensor. We know that T must map each
of the unit vector that points along the crystal axes in the following way:
1 1 + 6E 0 E21 0 631
S 0 = 22 ; T = E32
0 613 0 623 1 1+ /33
Thus, in this crystal axes basis set,
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1 + 611
612
613
621
1+622
623
631
632
1 + 633)
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(C.2)
Thus, given any vector that is expressed in terms of the three original crystal axes,
we can find where the new vector points after the deformation by a simple matrix
multiplication.
Appendix D
Review of Dislocation Theory
Dislocations are defects in a crystal because they interrupt the lattice of the crystal.
Unlike a point defect that distorts the lattice about a point, the distortion due to a
dislocation occurs mostly about a line in the crystal. Hence, dislocations are known
as line defects.
In this appendix, a review of the theory of dislocations is presented. A more
in-depth treatment of the subject can be found in the textbooks by Reed-Hill and
Abbaschian [1992], Hirth and Lothe [1982], and Hull and Bacon [1984]. The approach
of Hull and Bacon will be followed closely. We will limit our discussion to cubic
materials only. But the idea can be easily generalized to other crystal lattices.
D.1 Geometry of Dislocations
The two basic types of dislocations are edge and screw dislocations. An edge disloca-
tion can be simulated by inserting an extra half plane - labeled ABCD in figure D.1
- in an otherwise perfect crystal. This extra plane distorts the lattice, particularly
in the vicinity of the line DC. The line DC is a positive edge dislocation, denoted
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B
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D
(a) (b)
Figure D.1: Model of an edge dislocation in a simple cubic crystal; a) a simulation of an
edge dislocation by inserting an extra half plane (ABCD) into the lattice; b) a cross-section
of the lattice viewed in the DC direction.
by the symbol . The word positive is to convey that the extra half plane is in the
upper part of the lattice. Needless to say, if the extra half plane was inserted into the
bottom half of the lattice, it would be a negative edge dislocation, denoted by the
symbol T.
A screw dislocation can be simulated by displacing the upper atoms in one side of
the lattice plane ABCD relative to those in the other in the AB direction, as shown
in figure D.2a. Note that the atoms below the plane ABCD are not displaced in
the maneuver. Figure D.2b displays the arrangement of atoms above and below the
plane ABCD. A close look shows that the atoms form a spiral network around the
line DC (see figure D.2c), and hence the name screw is used in describing this type
of dislocation. Further, this is a left-handed screw. The reason is that as the helix
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advances one atomic distance once a counter-clockwise circuit is made around it.
In general, most dislocations are a mixture of edge and screw. An example of a
mixed dislocation is shown in figure D.3. The dislocation changes from an edge to a
screw along the line DF.
D.2 Evidence for Dislocations
From a thermodynamics viewpoint, point defects must exist in a bulk crystal above
0*K because of the necessary balance between the internal energy and entropy of
the system. Since dislocations costs much more energy in comparison with the in-
crease in entropy they produce, their presence in bulk crystal must necessarily a
non-equilibrium phenomenon. However, in epitaxial films, dislocations are necessary
in order for the film to relieve the strain energy due to the lattice mismatch between
the film and its substrate, as discussed in chapter 3.
The existence of dislocations in bulk crystal was first postulated in 1934 indepen-
dently by Orowan, Polyani, and Taylor in an effort to explain the low-yield shear
stress than that was predicted by the elastic theory. In the absence of dislocations, an
applied shear stress can distort the crystal by having all atoms in each atomic planes
slide over those in its neighboring lattice planes as shown in figure D.4. This would
require a large critical shear stress to plastically (i.e., irreversibly) distort the crystal.
The calculated shear stress is orders of magnitude larger than what was observed
experimentally.
With dislocations, the crystal can respond to shear stress by simply moving a
small number of atoms at a time. Figure D.5 shows how an edge dislocations can
glide in response to an applied shear stress.
With transmission electron microscope, dislocation lines can now be observed more
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Figure D.2: Model of a screw dislocation in simple cubic crystal; a) A simulation of a
screw dislocation by displacing the upper atoms in one side of the ABCD plane relative to
those in the other side along the AB direction; b) A 3-dimensional view of the arrangement
of atoms above and below the lattice plane ABCD; filled circles are atoms above the plane;
open circles are atoms below. b) A close view of the spiral arrangements of atoms about
the DC axis (after Hull and Bacon, 1984, p. 18 and p. 52).
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(a)
D
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C F
D
Figure D.3: Model of a mixed dislocation in simple cubic crystals; a) A simulation of a
mixed dislocation; DC is an edge dislocation; CF is a screw dislocation; the two dislocation
meets at the corner C; the line DF is a mixture of an edge and a screw; b) A top view of
the mixed dislocation (after Reed-Hill and Abbaschian, 1992, pp. 98-99).
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Figure D.4: Shear stress in the absence of dislocations; a) without the applied shear stress;
b) with the applied shear stress.
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Figure D.5: Illustration of the gliding process: the arrows indicate the applied shear stress
(after Hull and Bacon, 1984,p. 50).
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directly. The image contrast is possible because the localized atomic displacement
and elastic strain field are very large in the vicinity of a dislocation. For readers who
are interested in this technology, a good reference book on the subject is by Williams
and Carter [1996].
However, the original source of dislocations in bulk crystals is still not clearly
established [Kingergy et. al. , 1992, p. 166]. Dislocations may be introduced during
the growth process by thermal stresses, mechanical stresses, precipitation of vacancies
during cooling, and growth over second-phase particles. In thin epitaxial films, the
source can also be due to the difference in the lattice constants between the film and
the substrate on which the film is grown.
D.3 Slip Planes
Slip planes are planes that dislocations can glide. They are usually the ones that
have the most number of bonds in the planes. This is expected because dislocations
can glide on these planes with the least amount of shear stress field. In simple cubic
crystal, the slip planes are {100}. In face-center cubic (fcc) crystal, they are the
{111} set of planes.
In fact, the concepts of dislocations and slip planes are linked in a fundamental
way. A dislocation can be defined as a line that forms a boundary on a slip plane
between a region that has slipped and one that has not [Reed-Hill and Abbaschian,
1992, p. 94]. In figure D.1 and D.2, the dislocation lines are DC. In figure D.3, it is
DF.
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D.4 Burgers Vector
Burgers vector is an important characterization of a dislocation. It conveys the infor-
mation about the magnitude and direction of the slip. The Burgers vector is defined
in reference to the Burgers circuit. A Burgers circuit is any atom-to-atom closed path
taken in a crystal that enclosed a dislocation. The procedure that can be used to find
the Burgers vector of any dislocation is the following:
i) Choose a unit vector C that points along the dislocation line.
ii) Make a right-hand Burgers circuit that contains the dislocation; that is, the
thumb of the right hand points in the direction of C.
iii) The same circuit (namely the same atom-to-atom sequence) is made in a
dislocation free crystal. The vector that is needed to complete the circuit in the
perfect crystal is the Burgers vector of the enclosed dislocation, denoted as b.
Figure D.6 and D.7 show the Burgers circuits and vectors of an edge and screw
dislocations. Note that the Burgers vector b of the edge dislocation is perpendicular
to the dislocation line; it is parallel to the dislocation line for the screw dislocation.
D.5 Dislocation Density
The concentration of dislocations is measured by the number of dislocation lines that
intersect a unit area. A careful prepared crystal may contain 102 dislocation lines per
square centimeter. A heavily plastically deformed crystal may contain up to 1010 to
1011 dislocation lines per square centimeter [Kingery, 1976, p. 167].
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Figure D.6: Burgers vector in an edge dislocation (after Hull and Bacon, 1984, p. 19).
(a )
Figure D.7: Burgers vector in a screw dislocation (after Hull and Bacon, 1984, p. 20).
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D.6 Stress Field of a Dislocation
Using a continuum model, the stress field of a dislocation can be obtained. In the
appendix, we will just cite the results. The derivations can be found in the book by
Hirth and Lothe [1992].
Consider a screwed dislocation shown in figure D.8. In the cylindrical coordinate
system, the shear component of the stress field is
o0e0 = 0 zO = Gb (D.1)
27rr
where b = the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and G is the shear modulus of the
material. All the other components (both the shear and normal stress field) are zero.
Observe that the stress field is symmetric about the dislocation, as expected.
Further, the shear component ath,, varies inversely with the distance from the dis-
location. Note that the stress goes to infinity at the dislocation. This singularity is
unrealistic in a solid; thus, a hole of radius r. is drawn in figure D.8 to exclude it
from the material. The diameter of the hole is usually taken to be about the length
of the Burgers vector b. The hole is generally referred to the core of the dislocation.
The strain field of the edge dislocation can be found by simply using the stress-
strain relation:
b
eoz = ezo = (D.2)
4,7rr
For an edge dislocation, the stress field is more complicated due to the asymmetry
of the problem. Figure D.9 shows an edge dislocation and a representation of it using
an isotropic cylinder. Linear elasticity theory can then be used to find the stress field:
3x 2 + y 2
'XX = - ,
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A
b .
(a)
Figure D.8: (a) screw dislocation; (b)
(after Hull and Bacon, 1984, p. 75).
o- f
where
zz
D
z
R
y
M
Cylindrical representation of the screw dislocation.
= Dy (2 +y 2)2
(2 + Y2 )2
x2 
_ -2
= V(a..2 + o-yy),
= o-,U = = a-2 = 0,
Gb
27r(1 - v)
(D.3)
Here, v is the Poisson's ratio of the material. Note that the stress field goes to
infinity at the dislocation. Thus, a hole is drawn in figure D.9 to exclude to singularity.
The strain field can be found using the stress-strain relation.
The stress field of a mixed dislocation can be obtained by superpositioning the
appropriate edge and screw component of the dislocation. This method is possible
because of the linearity of the theory.
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(a)
L
IIy
Ar
(b)
Figure D.9: (a) Edge dislocation; (b) Cylindrical representation of the edge dislocation.
(after Hull and Bacon, 1984, p. 77).
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D.7 Dislocation Energy
The energy Ed of a dislocation can be decomposed of two parts:
Ed = Ecoe + Eel (D.4)
where Ecoe is the excess energy needed to create the core from a perfect crystal, and
Eei is the elastic energy due to the distortion introduced by the dislocation outside
the core area. The energy of the core can be found using the following equation:
Ee = J(Zo-iiei)dV (D.5)
From the previous section, we have the stress and strain field of an edge and a
screw dislocation. Thus, their elastic energies per unit length of dislocation are:
Gb2  r
Ee - Loge - (screw) (D.6)
47r rJ
Gb2  (r\
Eel = Loge - (edge) (D.7)47r(1 - v) ro
where r is the distance from the dislocation, and r. (as mentioned before) is the core
of the dislocation.
Note that for both the edge and screw dislocation, their elastic energies are pro-
portional to b2 . Thus, dislocations that have the shortest Burgers vector generally
prevail.
It is common to incorporate the core energy mathematically into the elastic term
by introducing an a parameter:
Gb2  (ar
Ed = Loge -- (screw) (D.8)
47r ro
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Gb2  (arEd = Loge (edge) (D.9)
41r(1 - v) ro (
The value for a is different for different material. For a diamond cubic crystal, a
is about 4; for a metal, it can range from 0.5 to 2 [Hirth and Lothe, 1992, p. 231].
The dislocation energy of a mixed dislocation can be found by summing the energy
due to the screw and edge component of the dislocation:
Ed Gb2(1 - Vcos 2 3) Log, a (mixed) (D.10)47r(1 - v) ro
where f is the angle between the Burgers vector and the dislocation line.
Appendix E
Magnetostrictive Stresses in Films
It is more natural to discuss magnetostrictive stresses than strains in a thin film for
several reasons: i) magnetostrictive stresses axe generally more directly measurable
in a thin film (e.g., by the cantilever beam method); ii) even if magnetostrictive
strains are measured directly, they are not the true magnetostrictions because of the
constraint imposed by the substrate on which the film is grown; iii) magnetostrictive
stresses are more intrinsic properties of the film in that unlike magnetostrictive strains,
they do not depend on the mechanical properties of the substrate (such as Young
modulus) and and its thickness. A brief discussion of magnetostriction with and
without constraints is presented in appendix F.
In this appendix, the magnetostrictive stress tensor of a thin film is derived. The
strategy is the following: The free energy (magnetoelastic plus strain energy) is first
minimized with respect to strain. A set of equilibrium magnetostrictive strains is
obtained. These axe free magnetostrictive strains (namely, they are calculated in the
absence of the constraint imposed by the substrate). The strain-stress constitutive
relation is then used to find the corresponding stresses.
For concreteness, the magnetostrictive stresses of a tetragonally distorted cubic
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(001) film is derived. The free energy of the film (including the strain energy) is
Ff!im =-K, a2 + B ef[E(a - ) + 622 (a 2 - 3)] + B f[633 (a2 - 1
+B13[6u(a2 -) + 622 ( -)] + B fI[aia2 E] (E.1)3 3
i 1+ a2a 3c 23 ] + D,.f [eo(a - )] + 1[421 + 6c2 + C33]
+C1[EiE22I 1C 4 4 2 +I2 +_ 21
+C121611622 + 6226 3 3 + E33En] + 2 + i3 +2
where Eq. 2.22 is used to express the magnetic free energy. The strain energy density
is assumed to be that of a cubic material. The magnetostrictive strains of a thin film
can be found by minimizing the free energy with respect to the c13 :
[ci2Bil1 - B1f(cn + C12)][al -
ell = (Cu - c12)(cn + 2c12)
[c12B ef - B ef(cu + CC)[a - e ] + -+ 1 -(c- 1  - c ) (C + 2c1)
[cj2Biff - Bill(c1 + c12)][a1 - {
=2 - (c1  - c1)(cn + 2c12 )
+2[cB - B ((cu + C12)] [a - ] + -
(en - c)) (c11 + 2c+C)
Ec12B13 + Bl {(cl + c 12) + 1B 2 1(
(c11 - C12 ) (Cu + 2c1) 3
633 = - 1 1 2 [C13 ~ = I ___!a
C44
613 =~~ ala3
C44
E23 = - a2 a3C44
Using the following stress-strain constitutive relation,
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(
022
033
0'12
0'13
\723
F,C11 C12 C12C12 C11 C12C12 C1 2 C11
C44
C44
C44 )
f
' 33
C12
K E23 )
the corresponding magnetostrictive stress tensor is obtained:
Beff(a2 - 1) + Beff(a2 - 1)
The traction force measured along the [01, 32, 33] direction is then
0(1, 132, 13)
-812 [Beff(a - ) + B ff11 3 13 a2 3)
-2[Beff (.2- ) + Bif(cf- 1 -22[Beff(a
-Beff[310 2aia 2 - Bie[621 3a 2a3 + 316o 3aj].
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(E.3)
(J~)= - (Beff(a2 - 1) + Bff(a - ) ef fa,B2 2ff a2a
Bff(a 2- 1).
(E.4)
- )A
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Appendix F
Magnetostriction With/Without
Constraints
In this appendix, magnetostrictive strains (or magnetostrictions) of a cubic material
are derived with and without constraints. Although magnetostriction is not discussed
in this thesis, the discussion is included for completeness.
F.1 Magnetostriction Without Constraints
The free magnetostrictive strains can be obtained by minimizing the free energy of
the system with respect to ce. The relevant contribution to the free energy is the
volume magnetic anisotropy energy plus the elastic energy. For a bulk unconstrained
cubic material (Chikazumi, 1996, p. 351),
Fbulk = KO + K1 [aia2 + a2a2+a a2]
2 1 1
+B1[el(ce )+ 622(a 5) + c33(a -) (F.1)3 2 3 33
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1 2 2 2
+B 2 [c 1 2 aia 2 + e2 3 a2 a3 + f 3 ia3 C1] + 2cu[iel + C22 + e33]
+c12[Cle22 + E22E33 + C33 6111 + 1 C 2+ 2 2 + c23
The equations that relate the components of the magnetostrictive strains to the
direction cosines of the magnetization (namely, a1 ) can be found by setting OFas1k/6 Cii
= 0:
= B1(a -) + cue11 + c12 (E2 2 + 633) = 0,
= B1(a - -) + c1e22 + c12 (fll + 633) = 0,
= B1(a - -) + cue 33 + c12(6n + 622) = 0,
= B201a 2 + C44612 = 0,
0C12
- B 2 a 2a 3 + C44 E23 = 0,
8623
- B 2 a 3a 1 + c46 13 = 0.8613
Solving these equations, we get the equilibrium strain tensor:
C-C12 (a -3)
(6ij) =
C44
-B a a2
C4 ala r11-12 (2 3
C44 C11
C44
-aa 2 a 3C44
Bi 2 1)
-. 12 (3
Because the trace of (ciu) = 0, the volumetric magnetostriction is zero.
The strain measured in the direction [,1, 32, 33] can be expressed as follows:
= C1,312 + 62232 + 63,332 + 612,31,32 + e230 2,33 + 613,31,33
(9Fblk
(9622
MFlk
19633
(9FL. I
(F.2)
(F.3)
A(, 27,33)
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-B 1 2 1=B, (a 2 2 + a 2#22 + a2)33- 
-1)
C- - C12 3
-B 2+ (ala2,3102 + a 2 a3/3 2 3 + a3a,13131) (F.4)
C44
Note that if the crystal is magnetized along [100], the strain observed in the same
direction is calculated to be
0oo(1, ,0) = - B = Aoo (F.5)3 c 1 - C12
Similarly, if the magnetization is along [111], then the strain observed along the same
direction is
l 111 1 B 2  All, (F.6)
v 3 7 v/ 3 c44
Thus, Eq. (F.4) can be rewritten in terms of Aoo and All, as follows:
3 3A(6 1, /2, a) = 2-Aoo(ai3?+ al/3?+ ca/3? -
+3Aiu(a 1 a 2#132 + a 2a3/ 2 3 + a3 a1 #30 1 ) (F.7)
Eq. (F.7) is known as the "two-constant" equation for bulk cubic magnetostric-
tion. This is because any magnetostrictive strain in a cubic material, according to
the theory, can be expressed as a linear combination of just A1oo and All,. The two
constants reflect the consequence of our picking of only two coefficients B1 and B 2
to characterize the coupling. Of course, we could have included higher-order terms
in our description. The next approximation in fact involves five constants, but the
model is rarely used in the literature (Cullity, 1972, p. 253).
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F.1.1 Measurement Procedures
In writing the free energy density, we have used the cubic reference state, and any
magnetostrictive strain is measured with respect to this reference state. But the
undistorted cubic state, a state in which there are no magnetic interactions to deform
the cubic crystal, is not experimentally realizable in a ferromagnet below its Curie
temperature. This poses a serious problem: how can a strain be measured without
knowing what it is that it is strained from?
There axe two solutions to this problem. One is to find another state which can be
obtained experimentally and has the same shape and volume as the undeformed state.
This condition can be realized only if the material is cut into a perfect sphere in which
all possible domains have equal volumes - complete demagnetization. Oftentimes,
only partial demagnetization is obtained due to the biasing by magnetostatic field.
The other solution is to make two independent strain measurements and then take
their difference to - so to speak - subtract out the common reference point. This
is the usual method used in the literature to measure the magnetostrictive strains.
Here is the procedure for measuring A10: We first magnetize the crystal say along the
[100] and measure the strain in the same direction. Then we magnetize the crystal
in say the [010] but still measure the strain in the [100]. The difference in the two
strain measurements from Eq. (F.4) gives
3Aoo(100) - A010(100) = 3Aoo (F.8)2
Similarly, to measure All,, we first magnetize the sample along the [111] and measure
the strain in the same direction. Then we magnetize the crystal in say [111] and
measure the strain again in the [111]. The difference in the two strain measurements
gives
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4
A11i(111) - Ahl(111) = -Ai (F.9)3
To give some numbers, for bulk bce iron, A100 = 20.7 x10- 6, and All, = -21.2
x 10-6; for bulk fcc nickel, A1oo = -45.9 x 10-6, and All, = -24.3 x 10-6 [Chikazumi,
1997, p. 361].
F.2 Magnetostriction With Constraints
So far, we have described the magnetostriction of a cubic material which is free of
any physical constraints imposed by its surroundings. In some cases, the effects of
the surroundings cannot be neglected. A good example is the magnetostriction of a
thin film that is grown on a substrate. Obviously, the presence of the substrate would
prevent the film from being fully strained under an external magnetic field.
There are many kinds of constraints that can be imposed on a material. Here,
we will consider only one type to illustrate the concept: the crystal is not allowed
to strain in the [100] direction but is free to move along the [010] and [001]. The
question is, "How then does the system deform with respect to various magnetization
directions?"
Certainly, the free energy density (Eq. F.1) for the unconstrained case is still valid
here because the walls do not change the underlying physics of the problem. What is
different, though, is that the crystal is no longer free to deform however it chooses to
minimize the free energy: it must seek the minimum energy configuration under the
condition that el = 612 = 613 =0. Thus, the equations of equilibrium are
(9Flk 
- B(a 2 
- -) + c1122 + c12 633 = 0,1C22 2 3
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= B1(al 
- -) + c11633 + c12 E2 2 = 0,
a33  3
MFu1k = B 2a 2a 3 + C44 E23 = 0.
DE23
(F.10)
Solving these equations, we get the equilibrium strain tensor:
0
-B c(a2- )-12(Cg- )(C11-C1)(C11+C2)
-2 a2a3C"
0
-I a2a3
-B 1 c(a2-)c3(a -j)(C11-C12)(cll+cl 2 )
Note that the trace of (eo) is no longer zero; the presence of the walls introduces
volumetric strain which, as we shall see, is a consequence of the superposition of
magnetostrictive and mechanical strains.
As before, the strain in the direction of (01, 12, 13) can be written as follows:
A(0 1,32,33) = 611 1 + 622 022 + E333 + 612 010 2 + C2 30 2 0 3 + 6310301
-B,1 -ci~ 1 2_12
- (c-(al ) - C12(a -))02
(c + c 1 2 )(c 1 1 - c 1 2 ) 3 3
+ -B 1  (c12 (al - 1 cl(a 2 12 ) 3 3313
(C11 + C1)(c1 - C12) 3 3
-B 2+ a 2 30 2,33C44
A few key observations are worth mentioning:
a) A(1,0,0) = 0. Thus, as expected, the strain along the [1,0,0] direction is zero
by assumption regardless of the direction in which where the magnetization vector
points.
b) If the crystal is magnetized along the [010] direction, the strain observed in the
same direction is calculated to be
0
0
(F.11)
(F.12)
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1 B1A010(010) = () - )(2cu + c1 2 ) (F.13)3 (cjj+ C12)(Cl- C12)
Comparing this to the magnetostriction in the [100] without the constraint, we have
0.5 < A010(=1) - 12c<+ C12  (F.14)Aoo(010) 2 C11 + c12
Note that the ratio of A010(010) and A100(010) is always a positive number since the
elastic moduli are always positive for transition metals and their alloys. Furthermore,
this ratio is bounded between 0.5 to 1. Thus, it is harder for the crystal to strain
magnetostrictively if one of its crystallographic axes is fixed. How much harder? For
fcc nickel, the ratio is
A010(010) _ 1 (2)(2.5) + 1.6
A1 00(010) 2 2.5 + 1.6
c) If the constrained crystal is magnetized in the [100] direction, the strain ob-
served in the [010] direction is given by
1 B1A010(100) = 1 B 2)(F.16)3 (cjj+ C12)
Again, comparing it with the magnetostriction in the [010] without the constraint,
we have
0 < - C - C1 < 1. (F.17)A010(100) c11 + C12
Because the elastic moduli are positive and cn > c12 for transition metals and their
alloys 1, the ratio of A010(100) and A010 (100) is always a positive number. Furthermore,
since it is bounded between 0 and 1, the material cannot be fully strained because
one of its crystallographic direction is held fixed. For nickel, the ratio is
'For stability reason, c1 > lIc 1211 (see Nye, 1990, p. 142 for an explanation.)
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Aoio(100) - 2.5 - 1.6 = 0.22. (F.18)
Aoio(100) 2.5+ 1.6
The constraint problem can be solved in a different way. Here is the idea: We
know that the net effect of a constraint is to apply an external force(s) to the freely
strained system. Because this is a linear theory, the magnetostrictive and mechanical
strains can be solved independently. The concept is illustrated by doing an example.
More specifically, we will redo the problem mentioned in observation c) from the
previous page by this alternative method.
Since the crystal is magnetized in the [100] direction, the magnetostrictive strain
tensor of the unconstrained sample is given by
2 B1 0 03 C11-C12
(e~)= 0 Bi2 0 (F.19)3 C11-C12
0 0 Bi33 C11-C12
Since the assumed constraints prevent the crystal from being strained in the [100]
direction, they must effectively apply a force to the crystal to undo some of the
magnetostrictive strains. The needed stresses can be found by converting the mag-
netostrictive strains to stresses via the stress-strain constitutive relation. For a cubic
material, the constitutive relation is
0-1 = c11e11 + c12(E22 + 633 )
-22 = c11E22 + c12(En + C33) (F.20)
0 33 = c11e33 + c12(En + 622 )
We know that 62 2 = C33 because of the symmetry of the constraint. Furthermore, 0-2 2
and a33 are also equal to zero because there are no applied forces in the [010] and
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[001] directions. Thus, with three equations and three unknowns (namely, e22 , 633 ,
and Ol), we can solve for the unknowns:
i33= -2B 1  C123 (c1 - c12)(c11 + c12)
Adding the mechanical and the magnetostrictive strain, we get
(F.21)
1 B1  _2 C12Aoio(100) = - -2 -B13 cl - c1 3 (c11 - c12 )(c11 + c12)
1 B1
3 c1 + C12
This solution is exactly the same as the one we got by minimizing the free energy
subject to the constraint (Eq. F.16).
(F.22)
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